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Business Manager's 

MEMO TO OUR READERS 

Last month's issue of THE NEW 
INTERNATIONAL announced the iaunching .of a campaign to 
obtain 500 new subscribers to the magazine by January 1, 
1947, and also to increase the bundle order sales, based upon 
increased sales to individuals and increased coverage of news~ 
stands. 

Now, in December, we are at the half.way mark of this 
campaign and are able to report the following achievements. 

(1) A substantial number of the 500 subscriptions and 
new readers sought have been obtained. At present, our agents 
in. the cities of Chicago, New York and Newark (Herman 
Mles, Paul Bern and Sol Berg, respectively) are leading in 
the getting of subscriptions, with Herman Mies of Chicago in 
the lead with 14 new subs. Many of our agents are busy at 
work on this subscription campaign, but have not yet begun 
to tum in their results. 

(2) New York .city has led the way with increased sales 
and distribution of THE NEW INTkRNATIONAL to its agents and 
on city newsstands. Over 700 copies (an increase of 250) were 
placed on the important newsstands of the Bronx and Man· 
hattan last month, with prospects for further expansion into 
the borough of Brooklyn during December. As a result of this 
expansion, the press run of THE NEW INTERNATIONAL was the 
largest it has been for a long time during the month of Novem· 
ber and the current month of December. Some 3,500 copies 
were printed and distributed. 

Other agents have responded with increased orders of the 
magazine. 

Typical of the work done by our NEW INTERNATIONAL 
agents is that of our representative in Cieveland, who writes 
us the following: 

ClI'm enclosing a postal note for the first three subs in our 
NEW INTERNATIONAL drive. Three down and twelve to go. A 
list of all our Labor Action renewal subscribers has been di· 
vided up and assigned to various comrades for obtaining· NEW 
INTERNATIONAL subsc:riptions." 

This activity of Comrade Douglas is typical of that carried 
on by many other agents of THE NEW INTERNATIONAL. Some 
cities, however, such as New York, Philadelphia, Los Angelt .. , 
etc., have fallen down on the job as of this writing and will 
have to perk up sharply if they want to fulfill their subscrip. 
tion quotas·. This goes particularly for New York City, which 
has a quota of 175 to obtain. 

(3) The overseas circulation of THE NEW INTERNATIONAL 
is now the highest it has been since the end of the war, ap· 
proximating 600 copies each issue. New subscriptions are con~ 
stantly coming in, together with requests for bound volumes, 
back iss-ues, new bundle orders, etc. This foreign circulation 
promises to grow steadily henceforth, and will be further in~ 
creased once it becomes possible for the European countries 
(England, France, Belgium, etc.) to engage in dollar exchanges 

for payments. THE NEW INTERNATIONAL, along with all print. 
ed matter, cannot as yet. be sent to Germany, where it would 
undoubtedly have an excellent circulation if it were permitted 
entry. 

Thus, at the half.way mark, the campaign of THE NEW 
INTERNATIONAL stands excellent chances of reaching its final 
goals, BUT much )et remaim.; to be done. 
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EDITORIAL COMMENT: 

ELECTIONS-TRIESTE- FRANCE 
The Republican Sweep 

For the first time in fourteen lean 
years the hungry politicians of the Republican Party have won 
a major election. On November 5 of this year their vote gained 
them substantial majorities in the Senate and the House and 
for the first time since 1930 they control both legislative bodies 
of Congress: 

For hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions of the new 
generation, the defeat of what was once Roosevelt's party 
came as a shock caused ,by the sudden shattering of a fourteen
year tradition. If millions' of youth knew no other President 
than Roosevelt, they also knew no other adminfstration than 
that of the Democrats. A man of thirty reached consciousness 
about the time that the New Deal made its appearance. Older 
voters also came to regard Republican rule as a dim chapter 
in history while a Democf<ltic majority appeared as a living 
tradition. 

What was behind the Republican victory? 
Given the tWo party system in this country, i.e .• the com

plete domination of politics by two political parties having 
more or less identicaJ programs, there is some justification for 
explaining elettoral c;hanges by cycles of rule: exchanging the 
"ins" for the "outs." But behind the cycles 6f rule are concrete 
economic and political factors which explain the victory of 
one party or the other. It is a crude mechanical materialism 
which simplifies an analysis of the conduct of the Democratic 
and Republican Parties with the affirmation that they are both 
capitalist parties. Unquestionably. they are. But they are also, 
in the very nature of American politics, coalition parties. i.e., 
parties which are made up of conflicting elements in the capi
talist political superstructure. Example: The Republican 
Party has not only been the party of big capital, but also the 
party of isolationism, of small business, of the farmer. Exam
ple: The Democratic Party is not only a party of big capital. 
it is also the party of Southern reaction and the party of the 
urban population. Exampre: The Republican Party was the 
party of the Negro until Roosevelt either smashed or neutral
ized that alliance. Example: The Democratic Party was once 
the party of "states' rights," but, l:lnder Roosevelt, the Repub
lican Party topk oVer that mantle, at least as a propaganda in
strument, while New Dealism became the highest form of fed
eralist polic.y' the country has ever known in. peacetime. 

Thus each party, ·in general, has represented specific capi
talist interests to meet specific conditions as they materialized 
in the particular manner in which American capitalism devel
oped (lac of a direct .feudal background, the factor of sla
very, capitalist deve19pment almost immediately on a large
scale, trustifi~d basis, years of constant expansion and on a 
historical scale, a recent formation and solidification of the 
basic social classes). 

Role of the Two Party System 
The two party system in the United States has served as a 

battleground for intra-capitalist· class conflicts and as a safety 
valve through which mass dissatisfaction finds an outlet. For 
the latter purpose especially, the two party system has been 
an ingenious device. When the crisis of '29 destroyed the hold 
of the Republican Party on the masses, the bourgeoisie was 
able to offer up the Democratic Party-Roosevelt and the New 
Deal. Thus, no matter how many changes have taken place 
in the administration of the country, at no time was the bour~ 
geois domination threatened by the victory of one or the 'other 
of the parties. At most, it could be said that one section of the 
bourgeoisie triumphed over another. 

It is true, however, that the New Deal did serve to change 
the heretofore placid course of American politics. Roosevelt 
came to power at the depth of the severest crisis in national 
economic and political history. The shattered economy re
quired correspondingly severe measur.es to keep it from disin
tegrating totally. The course open to Roosevelt was more or 
less ordained: he had to organize measures of state interven
tion to prevent a complete economic collapse, to begin the 
operation of the machinery of production once mpre, and to 
·give succor to the masses, lest the dissatisfactions of the mil~ 
lions of unemployed give way to rebellion against the very 
social system itself. 

Historically speaking, the New Deal was nothing more 
than the enactment of social legislation for sound economic 
and political reasons. Its main purpose was to save American 
capitalism. The reformism of the New Deal not only signified 
that American capitalism was critically ill, but also that it had 
reached a point European capitalism passed many years ago. 
Reformism, and the social legislation it produced, came late 
to this country because the youthful American capitalism had 
hitherto been strong. its resources enormous, its wealth tre
mendous-a combination of factors that permitted it to over
come crises with relative ease. European capitalism was already 
old when the American was reaching its young manhood. But 
the inexorable laws of capitalist decline finally reached these 
shores and required a "savior" in Roosevelt and the New Deal. 

The New Deal, however, served only as a blood transfu
sion for the dying capitalist organism, to prolong its life. After 
eight years of the most elaborate plans and the expenditure 
of an immense amount of money, the system remained chron
ically ill. Production rose a little, but did not reveal organic 
strength. Not until the war broke out in Europe and the 
United States became the "arsenal of democracy" did the econ
omy begin to make strides forward. But even then, in 1940, 
when production reached its highest peacetime level. there 
were still from eight to nine million unemployed. The inabil
ity of capitalism, with all the assistance given to it by the state, 



to overcome this symptom of permanent economic illness, in~ 
dicated that the future social relations in this country would 
take on European forms. A sharp change occurred when the 
United States entered the war, for the requirements of a new 
and total war, with its terrifying destruction of materials, cre
ated an unusual situation for the economy: there were not 
enough production facilities, raw materials, or labor. From 
too much to too little, overnight! American capitalism then 
began an expansion that surpassed the expectations of even 
the most optimistic, but this very expansion contains within 
itself the seeds of a more severe and l~sting crisis in the future. 

The war economy destroyed any,possibility that the Re~ 
publicans had of taking power from the umagician" in the 
"Vhite House whose Hluck" seemed endless. But it wasn't mere~ 
ly a matter of Hluck." Compared to Roosevelt, the leaders of 
the GOP gave the appearance of a lot of hardened old men 
who never woke up to the facts of modern life. Even Willkie, 
a uRepublican Roosevelt," had to be forced on the party, riven 
as it wa5 with inner disputes and conflicting interests. The fact 
that isolationism remained a strong current in the party 
throughout the war years illustrated the party's backwardness 
and guaranteed- its wartime defeat. 

The Republlc:ans as Opposition 
In contrast to Roosevelt's world approach, his understand~ 

ing that the future of U. S. capitalism was bound up with a 
victory over German imperialism and its powerful economy in 
~he war, the GOP hierarchy was still howling about the WP A, 
boondoggling, excessive bureaucracy in Washington and high 
taxes-all of them issues that carry weight only in normal times 
when the economy is more or less prosperous. That the GOP 
finally caught up with what was really imponant expresses 
not so much its astuteness as t,he penetrating effect of the larger 
economic and political problems which face the United States. 

The end of the war offered many opportunities to the Re~ 
publican Party. The death of R@osevelt stripped the Demo~ 
cratic Party of the one pe~n who could lead it in a vigorous 
political struggle. His authority inside the party was immense. 
He alone kept its centripetal force in check and if in recent 
years he could not always command Congressional support for 
his measures, he could always unite his brethren in an elec~ 
tion campaign. The trough of patronage and the strength of 
unity kept his party of Southern bourbons and northern city 
bosses together. Both of these wings knew that with Roosevelt 
they could win; without him they were lost. For despite the 
abuse heaped upon him for years by the press of the country, 
the chief of the New Deal reforms maintained his great hold 
on the support of labor and, in large measure, the lower mid~ 
dIe classes. 

When one recalls the vigorous administration and the col
orful campaigning of the Ropsevelt machine, the Democratic 
Party of Truman and Hannegan appears positively ludicrous. 
Can one imagine Roosevelt~ the leader of his party, remaining 
silent in the most dangerous national elections the Democrats 
have faced in fourteen years? But that is precisely what ha~ 
pened in the case of Truman. The party hierarchy gagged the 
leader! Of his schedule of five major speeches, not one was de~ 
livered! Several of the state machines of the Democratic Party 
gave out the word: We do not want Truman. But we must 
confess that Truman did not ask for his post. It was thrust on 
him, an unwilling recipient. It is only necessary to recall his 
comment, "My God!" when the news of Roosevelt's death was 
'brought to him, in order to grasp his feeling of futility. 

It was Truman's misfortune to inherit Roosevelt's admin~ 

istration toward the close of the war and to find thrust at him 
the whole problem of administering the country through the 
reconversion period, the struggle for "peace," and the reor
ganization of the political program of American capitalism to 
meet post~war conditions. He is obviously incompetent in his 
post. Moreover, his party is today '3, shambles, similar in its 
decomposition to the Republican Party in 1932. In its present 
disintegration, produced by great inner schisms, the party 
proves itself incompetent to respond to the needs of American 
imperialism with the kind of unity and vigor necessary. There 
is truth to the charge that the party has grown old in office. 

The war economy brought prosperity to America's ruling 
class. It not only raised its profits, . but maintained them 
throughout the first year and a half of the post~war period at 
the highest level ever experienced. The continuation of the 
post~war boom with total employment meant that the demand 
by the bourgeoisie for an immediate relaxation of war meas~ 
ures would grow. The.administration bungled its job there. It 
also played 'possum with the. masses. It did not stop a reaction~ 
ary Congress from making the masses pay for reconversion as 
they paid for the war economy. It did not halt price increases; 
on the contrary, it paved the way for them by lying to the peo
ple at large, insisting that it would keep price controls. It 
promised housing to veterans and workers and helped to pass 
legislation that prevents a meaningful housing program from 
being carried out. While it permitted uncontrolled price rises, 
it maintained control of wages. Admittedly, many other 
charges against the Truman administration were exaggerated. 
He was merely the mildly recalcitrant adjutant of a wild Con~ 
gress hel1~bent on answering its masters' voice. 

Whatever the precise relationships between Truman and 
Congress in this period, the fact remains that all the responsi~ 
bility for the post~war chaos in the country was successfully 
placed on his shoulder:;. 

Taking advantage of war weariness and deep dissatisfac~ 
tion, the Republicans swam with the tide. They did not have 
to campaign on a program. All they needed to do was to fol
low a negative line of attacking the Democratic Party. That 
was sufficient to win the "balance of power" vote, i.e;, the over~ 
whelming majority of the middle class. It was the labor vote 
plus a deep inroad upon the middle class that gave Roosevelt 
and the New Deal their victories. The middle class vote
above all, the farmers-was in the nature of a protest. Strange~ 
ly enough, it was. the war economy and all the difficulties that 
it created for the middle class which started its movement to- . 
ward the Republican Party, beginning in 1942. It voted for 
the political representative of the most powerful section of 
lnonopoly capitalism, the most powerful economic enemy of 
the middle class. But no other political force was present to 
draw the middle class to it. 

the Role of Labor 
Labor's role in this election was pitiful in the extreme. 

The PAC failed ignominiously to bring out the vote in the 
same way that it did in 1944. The death of Roosevelt is only 
a partial explanation of this fact. Equally as important as this 
is ·the fact that the capitalist politicians whom the P AG helped 
to elect, treated the labor movement with the contempt it de~ 
served for allying itself with one of the parties of capitalism. 
Large sections of the working class were simply weary of re
peating experiences which showed them the absolute hopeless~ 
ness of the political course pursued by their leaders. 

Those who believe that the Republican victory will result 
in a complete overturn of the a.ccomplishments of the New 
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Deal, of the basic foreign policy of the present administration 
and a wild transformation of labor laws are mistaken. The 
Republican Party comes to power today with full realization 
that it cannot turn the clock back without creating domestic 
chaos. The leaders of the Republican Party will adhere to the 
main orientation of the big bourgeoIsie, now committed t(IJ a~ 
"internationalist" policy flowing out of its necessity to domi
nate the' world market. Since the base of American capitalism 
has been transferred from a national to an international one. 
the Republican Party must go through a mutation and pursue 
an analogous political course. The American bourgeoisie can
not, for example, withdraw from the United Nations, which 
is the arena in which the "peaceful" stage of the new world 
competition is being fought out. Republican foreign policy 
will therefore continue along the main h,ighway which this 
country traveled during Roosevelt's reign, and now Truman's. 
Undoubtedly this policy will be accompanied by di~erent nu
ances, but it will be basically identical. To believe otherwise 
is to believe that the class interests of the two parties are an
tagonistic or that the Democrats followed a policy inimical 
to the interests of American imperialism. 

Corresponding to international needs, the Republican 
Party will not and cannot destroy the main social legislation 
of the New Deal. The internal chaos which would ensue from 
such a policy would paralyze the imperialist program of the 
bourgeoisie. What the Republican Party will do, however, is 
modify some of the labor laws (the Wagner Act) and adopt 
more stringent anti-strike legislation in order to give the state 
a stronger hold on the reins in the class struggle. In contrast 
to the statements of their more militant comrades, the Senate 
leaders of the GOP have already declared that they will not 
engage in any "punitive ,acts" against labor and its union 
movement. The enactment of greater controls over the workt
ing class is quite different from a policy aiming at the destruc
tion of the labor movement. That big business would like to 
return to the open shop conditions of the "prosperity period" 
is not to say that it is able or ready ·to achieve such a goal. No, 
it will proceed with considerable caution in this field. 

Nor will the Republicans go in for a hazardous financial 
policy by a drastic alteration of the budget and an immediate 
rescinding of the tax laws. That they will seek to cut the bud
get and reduce taxes is without doubt true. But even now, 
before the new Congress has convened, they have warned the 
country at large (and some of their own die-hards) that the 
budget cut must be approached carefully, that taxes cannot 
be reduced simply across-the-board and that it is impossible 
at this time to reduce corporation taxes. The chief GOP 
leaders are really saying to their followers: let us take it easy, 
let us wait and see. After all, we don't want to be held respon
sible for another 1932; we are really only preparing for the 
elections of 1948. And the competition between the leaders 
of the party for the post of leader is so strong that each of 
them, Taft, Vandenberg, Bricker, Stassen, Warren and Dewey, 
necessarily engages in a great deal of shadow boxing in order 
to build up a record of constructiveness for himself in the next 
two years. 

For a clear understanding of the meaning of the Repub
lican.Party victory it is only necessary to realize that what has 
happened is that the more conservative wing of the two major 
American political parties has taken power. Thus while its 
actions will be aimed at increasing the power of the bourgeoi
sie at the expense of the working class through legislative acts, 
no fundamental overturn has taken place in the country. That 

labor will have to fight against the policies of the Republican 
Party goes without saying, but it cannot even begin this strug
gle without clearly understanding what it is fighting against, 
and even more important than this, what it is fighting for. 

The Road for Labor 
Here we come to the heart of the question. The lessons of 

the labor stl 'lo-gles of the past year are, we think, abundantly 
clear. It is not. :'1 the field of economic struggle that labor is 
weak; on the contrary, it has shown tremendous vitality, in
genuity and skill. But it is in the political field of struggle that 
labor has conducted itself with a sense' of inferiority, defeat 
and hopelessness, which springs from its backward, conserva~ 
tive and often reactionary polItical policies. The labor move
ment is tied to bourgeois politics and it cannot and will not 
make any fundamental progress until it breaks decisively with 
this course. Its economic struggles will always be hampered 
unless and until the working class becomes a class, unto itself. 
That means that it acts as a working cla-ss politically by break
ing completely with bourgeois politics and its politi al parties. 
The need for an independent Labor Party in this country is 
to be sought in the economic and political conditions in the 
country. So long as the working class retpains politically un
organized, its economic struggles 'Will be characterized by its 
limitations, no matter how militant and "farsighted" they 
may appear to be. 

The elections just held only emphasize the above. The 
great task which confronts the conscious and militant pro
gressives of the union movement is to begin at once the work 
of creating such a working class political party. The PAC in 
its short period of existence has shown not only how fatal is 
the bourgeois political course. it has followed, but also how 
relatively easy it would be to f6rm a Labor Party if the union 
movement were to put all its resources behind it. The forma
tion of a Labor Party will require a struggle against the con
servative, bourgeois-minded labor leaders. This is in the very 
nature of things. But it is a n~cessary struggle. It arises be
cause the Labor Party is an indispensable need for the work
ing class to guarantee its first steps toward political progress 
and economic emancipatiol.l. 

TRIESTE-CITY BETWEEN TWO WORLDS 
As the Council of Ministers met at 

London's Lancaster House over a year ago in their first session 
on the post-war treaties, the disposition of the city of Trieite 
was one of the stalemated questions which deadlocked the 
conference. Since then the Ministers have moved their sessions 
to the Luxemburg Palace in Paris and, now, to the Waldorf
Astoria Hotel in New Yor~ Ci~~. However. neither time nor 
change ill locale seems to have' reduced the importance of 
Trieste on .the Ministers' agenda. Quite the contrary, the COll

tinued stalemate has elevated the question of Trieste t? what 
appears to be a fantastically' disproportionate importance. 
What is there about this port city on the headwaters of the 
Adriatic that invests such crucial importance to its control? An 
investigation reveals that more is involved than Molotov's in
transigeance, Bevin's belligerence or Byrnes's addiction to 
American prestige; that the importance which the question 
has assumed is rooted in reality rather than the diversionary 
maneuvers of diplomacy. 

Trieste combines two features which have made it a cov
eted spot in Central European politics for nearly a century. 
The first feature is that it possesses an ex.cellent harbor and 
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d'eveloped port facilities. This, by itself, does not distinguish 
it from a score of other Mediterranean port cities. It is only 
in combination with the second feature that its harbor gives 
Trieste an exceptional status. The second feature is its stra~ 
tegic location on the finger~tips of the long arm of the Adriatic 
which reaches up into the southern region of Central Europe. 
These combined features make Trieste the natural outlet to 
world commerce for an important section of Southern and 
Central Europe, especially Austria, Hungary and Yugoslavia. 
This important fact was discovered over a century ago by the 
land~locked Austro~Hungarian Empire when its capitalist de~ 
~elopment made it acutely aware of the need for an outlet to 
the sea and a naval base for a Mediterranean fleet. The devel~ 
opment of Trieste into a world port dates from this period. 

Were the issue of Trieste confined to whether it should 
provide Yugoslavia with a direct oudet or whether Italy should 
hold it as a key to the European hinterland served by the port, 
it would not transcend in importance the place it occupied at 
the close of World War I when an Italian coup settled its fate. 
Its transcendent importance today arises from the fact that 
it is the natural spot for the Russian world to open a new 
"window to the sea." Trieste has a tremendous economic and 
naval importance to the Russian world. In a sense it takes the 
place of the old Czarist dream of Constantinople. That Rus~ 
sian ambitions should center on the Adriatic rather than on 
the Dardanelles is by itself a measurement of Russia's changed 
status as a world power today as compared to the pre~World 
War I period. 

The Anti-Russian Strategy 
Like Constantinople, Trieste has only a negative-that is, 

an anti~Russian-importance to the Western powers. The im~ 
portance of keeping the decadent Ottoman Empire astride the 
Dardanelles lay in holding Russia bottled up in the Black Sea. 
The importance of keeping Trieste out of Russian hands to
day lies in keeping Russia out of the Adriatic. (The moun~ 
tainous Yugoslavian and Albanian coasts on the Adriatic offer 
no good harbors and but poor connections with the interior.) 
Trieste remains the last possible Russian break~through to the 
sea before the changed power relations set in flux by the war 
definitely jell. If Anglo~American imperialism succeeds in 
keeping Trieste out of Russian hands, it will have contained 
Russia in its essentially land-locked sphere despite its tremen~ 
dous territorial gains. Petsamo on the open Arctic serves Rus~ 
sia little better than its own M urmansk. Danzig and Stettin 
are east of the Danish peninusla and, in effect, leave Russia 
as distant from the Atlantic as its own Leningrad. The bloody 
British excursion into Greece to "restore order" headed off 
the Russian push toward Salonika. Compared to other possi
ble outlets, Trieste was not only more strategically located, 
but it offered greater possibilities of a Russian success. 

All factors, therefore, seemed to combine to make Trieste 
a pivotal question in determining the future of Central and 
Southern Europe. Every form of military threat, political 
pressure and diplomatic strategem was brought to focus upon 
this spot. Millions of words and tons of papers were expended 
in the arguments pro and con-none of which dealt with what 
was really at stake. Yet in the arguments of neither side ap
peared as much as a suggestion that perhaps the quarter~mil~ 
lion inhabitants of the city and its immediate environs, which 
compose the province of Venezia-Giulia, should have a voice 
in determining what kind of government they desire. The 
inhabitants interested the contending imperialist camps only 
insofar as they furnished material for inspired demonstrations 

in behalf of one side or the other, demonstrations which· in
variably ended with riots an~ bloody heads. 

A revolutionary Marxist policy applied to this question 
must make the desires of the population of the area the start
ing point. Not the Kremlin nor the State Department in Wash
ington, but the people of the disputed territory must decide 
its fate. The first demand must therefore be for a plebiscite 
by which the people can determine their own future. In this, 
as in all other questions, Marxists remain not only consistent 
democrats but Marxists reveal themselves to be the only politi
cal tendency capable of a consistently democratic policy today. 

The demand for a plebiscite, however, only indicates who 
should decide the question. There still remains the question 
of how it should be decided. To speak of self-determination 
for Poland or Indonesia today is to speak of independence for 
these nations. All we demand is that they be given a chance 
~o decide, for the outcome is a foregone conclusion. In the 
case of Trieste, more is needed. No one can seriously propose 
statehood for Venezia-Giulia. Aside from the absence of any 
historic or economic basis for such a demand, the mere fact 
that not one per cent of its inhabitants could be rallied behind 
such a proposal reveals that it is not a serious political solu~ 
tion. Nor has it standing as a propagandist sl?gan. In the 
sphere of propaganda the Marxists call for a Socialist Italy 
and a Socialist Yugoslavia in a Socialist United States of 
Europe. . 

The proposed solution of a "Free Territory" under United 
Nations trusteeship means only one of two things: either con
tinued An'glo-American military government, regardless of 
how it is enforced, or a temporary "solution" while each side 
conducts the struggle at only slightly reduced tempo aimed 
at lining up strength for a final showdown. 

For Adherence to Italy 
The real choice is, therefore, between adherence to \,'ugo

slavia or to Italy. Remaining consistent democrats, the Marx
ists favor adherence to Italy. Questions of ethnic majorities 
are not decisive in this instance. What is decisive is that Yugo
slavia is a dictatorship that is rapidly becoming totalitarian
ized in the complete Russian pattern, while Italy is a bour
geois democracy, wretched and unstable, but a bourgeois de
mocracy nevertheless. In Yugoslavia the new Stalinist hier
archy, with Titoat its head, rules through its own GPU and 
concentration camps, while in Italy a free labor movement 
lives and struggles and undergoes experiences which, we hope, 
will produce a mass revolutionary party adhering to the 
Fourth International. In Yugoslavia even clerical and con~ 
servative non-conformists are silenced, while in Italy even the 
Trotskyists have a legal party and press. 

The Marxists of both Yugoslavia and Italy, opponents of 
both Italian and Yugoslavian chauvinism and of Russian, and 
Anglo-American imperialism, need make no apologies for such 
a stand. The workers of Trieste are confronted with a choice 
between slow poison or the bullet through the head. U nfor~ 
tunately, there is no realistic third alternative today. It is pos
sible to resist the slow poison of bourgeois democracy and grow 
strong enough to conquer the poisoners. But to survive the 
bullet is another matter. 

That the national composition of Venezia-Giulia is alleg
edly Slavic in its majority does not affect this demand. The 
democratic right to join their co-nationals in Yugoslavia is 
meaningless when this means placing their necks in the. noose 
of Tito's police regime. Slavic nationality has not saved the 
thousands of inmates of Tito's concentration camps. The ap-
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peal for adherence to Italy proceeds not from national or eth
nic considerations but solely f~om the democratic needs of the 
wo.rk~rs, regardless of nationality. It offers the possibility of 
enJoYIng. the freedom necessary to· organize and struggle. 
. As wIth. so many ~ther living political questions, the ques
tIO~ of. Tnes~e. pe~Its no solution c~mpatible with partici
pation In polItIcal lIfe for those who sull cling to the position 
that Russia is a workers' state, regardless of how badly degen
erated. Proceeding from the latter concept, it is impossible to 
favor adherence of Trieste to Italy instead of the Russian 
outpost and prototype, Yugoslavia. We hesitate to demand 
that the "workers' staters" in the Fourth Internationalist move
ment break their silence on Trieste and give us their answer. 
The sight of these "Russian experts" prostrate on their back& 
as they desperately wrestle with the Polish question which we 
posed to them some months ago precludes such unsportsman
like conduct on our part. We therefore modestly suggest that 
t~ey m~y prefer to call it quits on the Polish question for the 
time beIng and ma~e a stab at the Trieste issue. Do you favor 
solution of the Trieste dispute by plebiscite? If so, how should 
the workers of Trieste vote? 

FRANCE'S "NO EXIT" SIGN 
Jean-Paul Sartre, France's famous 

playwright and exponent of the existentialiste school of phi
losophy, is the author of a new Broadway play, No Exit. This 
sign might well be applied to the present French impasse, more 
strikingly than ever revealed in the elections of November 10. 
France now has a government, but the French people have 
"no exit," no way out, under the present regime. The revival 
of democracy in France after the liberation could have been, 
at best, limited in nature. Bourgeois democracy requites at 
least some flourishing of economic life, some health in the 
body politic, if it is to be anything but a formality. France 
has a new Constitution, a newly elected National Assembly, 
a renovated Luxemburg Palace for the Assembly's gathering 
hall, but it lacks the vitality and nourishment essential to feed 
these institutions of bourgeois democracy in its prime. Within 
one and a half year, and after no less than three elections and 
two referendums, it is clear that French democracy suffers 
from pernicious anemia. 

Of all the "victor" nations of World War II, France is the 
most paralyzed, the most entrapped in the new world rela
tionships. On the one hand, almost entirely economically de
pendent upon the good graces of American imperialism for 
any measure of recovery, the country is almost as entirely po
litically dependent upon the actions of the quisling column 
of Russian imperialism, the French Communist Party. In es
sence, the freeing of the French nation from its present bond
age could only come about through its winning freedom 
equally from American economic dependency and from Rus
sian-Stalinist internal political domination. The whole ques
tion of France is thus, in the broadest sense, lifted to the inter
nation:al arena; more accurately, to the rewinning of national 
independence in the European and world framework. Clearly, 
neither the democratic, pro-capitalist parties (leaning on 
America and England), nor the totalitarian, Stalinist party 
(leaning on Russia) is-by definition-capable of leading the 
nation toward such goals. The dwindling and pathetic So
cialist Party (drooping and graying as Leon Blum's must:!
chios) is merely a symbol of the hopeless waning of "pure" 
bourgeois democracy and "pure" reformism. 

Just as the two mighty monsters of world imperialism, 

Russia and America, effectively paralyze French national in
dependence, so does the internal division within the country 
effectively paralyze the revival and resurrection of the country~ 
True, there has been a certain recovery in economic and indus., 
trial production, but entirely inadequate to lift the country 
even toward its 1939 standards. Black marketing, coal shortages, 
lack of housing, unemployment, absence of fuel for homes, 
monotonous and bleak diets, inflation, absence of commodities 
-all this plagues France in the winter of 1946-47 as profoundly 
as it did last winter. The same fundamental problem that has 
been driving French capitalism downward since the First 
World War-the narrow market straightjacket imposed upon 
the nation by the monopolistic ownership and control of the 
means of production-is still in operation. The country rots, 
while its political parties play with empiric solutions, driven 
forward by forces they are only half conscious of, toward ac
tions they neither understand nor foresee. 

Keep Eye on Each Other 
At this writing, the uneasy three-party coalition exists and 

will doubtless continue indefinitely. But this is no coalition of 
partners or collaborators. It is a coalition of parties which hate 
and mutually distrust one another to an inconceivable degree. 
The coalition form is only a means by which the Catholic; 
bourgeois party of Bidault (MRP) keeps an eye on the tGtali
tarian, power-seeking Stalinist party, while both carve hunks 
of flesh off the dying Socialist Party. As the New York Times 
(November 17) expressed it: "The three-party coalition ... 

may be described as a general conspiracy to conceal the gravity 
of the French political division so long as the principal antag
onists agree the time has not come for a show-down." 

But there is a more positive reason for the temporary con
tinuation of the coalition. That is the question of nationaliza
tions, partly carried out but momentarily halted due to the 
hesitations of the MRP. In this coalition government, as the 
Times reports, " ... a given party holds several Cabinet posts, 
which it tends to regard as branches of the party rather than 
as coordinate parts of a unified administration:' This ex
plains how the present coalition differs from prior ones, that 
of the 1936 Popular Front, for example. The coalition parties 
seek to root themselves deep into the state apparatus, to pene
trate everywhere in preparation for an ultimate show-down. 
Since the state, under the already achieved nationalizations 
(coal mines, Bank of France, four largest deposit banks, etc.), 
exerts a direct power over important areas of production and 
credit, the control of the instrumentalities of the state (through 
ministerial portfolios) becomes highly important. Naturally, 
the Stalinist party, through its domination of the CGT (trade 
unions), has the inside track in this game of political, state
apparatus penetration. No party will willingly abandon this 
strategic struggle-thus, the coalition reveals an endurance far 
beyond legitimate expectations. 

Into this intensely confused situation, fraught with the 
most tragic possibilities for the French people, only a party 
with clean revolutionary banners can penetrate.. A party that 
grasps the impasse and the causes of the stagnation; a party 
whose strategy and tactics is not the mouthings of formulte; a 
party that can clearly explain to the French workers the na
ture of the situation in which they find themselves, and the 
fact that only the utmost exertion, leading toward a regaining 
of its independence of class action and class initiative, can 
save the French proletariat from bourgeois reaction or Stalin
ist totalitarian entrapment . 
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Correct as it is, it does not suffice for the PCI (French sec
tion of the Fourth International) to demand of the Socialists 
and Stalinists that they break the coalition bloc with the bour
geoisparties. The French Trotskyists must make Trotsky's 
judgment tpat the Stalinist movement represents the greatest 
danger within the ranks of the working class-that it is, to use 
his words, Hthe syphilis of the labor movement" -the inviola
ble principle for their political strategy and tactics. 

The tactic of calling for a CP-SP government or, as today, 
of calling for a CP-SP break with the coalition government 
must not be carried out in such a manner as would associate 
the PCI as part of a CP-SP bloc or, even worse, as a "better 
edition" of the French CPo Offers of electoral blocs with the 
CP or endorsement of CP candidates cannot but result in the 
PCl appearing in this light before the French workers. The 
aim of the slogan "CP-SP government" or of uBreak the coali
tion" is not to identify the revolutionary Marxists .with a Sta
linist-reformist coalition. Quite the contrary. Its aim is to dis
tinguish the Marxist class prowam of the PCI from that of 
the Stalinists and reformists. The false position of the Fourth 
International in calling for the "unconditional defense of the 

Soviet Union" already, unfortunately, compromises the role 
of the PCl as a party equally opposed to Russian as well as 
American imperialist domination of Europe. The PCl must 
bank, not· upon the prO-Russian prejudices of the French 
workers today, but upon the anti-Russian feelings which dis
illusionment with Stalinism will create tomorrow. The PCI 
will grow, not by trimming its sails to avoid offending the pro
Stalinist worker, but by becoming the magnet which attracts 
all who begin to question and doubt the socialist character of 
the CPo 

The continued growth of the PCI, the nomination of over 
100 candidates in the elections, the increase in its total ·vote 
by nearly a third, are all factors that indicate that the revolu
tionary cadres of the French proletariat are far from com
pletely dissipated. The gains of the PCI to date have but been 
the necessary preliminary nibbling at the outer edges of the 
Stalinist and reformist dominated .masses. Out of these slowly 
but steadily accruing forces can be built the party which, with 
the proper tactics, can become strong enough and widely 
enough known to become the rallying point overrtigh~ when 
the masses shift toward a revolutionary solution. 

Behind the Hindu-Moslem Strife 
[Within the colonial world,the problem of the relations between 

Hindu and Moslem in India has become of outstanding importance. 
A problem that, several years ago, might have been disposed of 
in the normal course of historic and nationalist development ba~ 
more than redoubled in intensity and has become crucial for the 
cause of India's revolutionary struggle for freedom. The 5,000 
corpses in Calcutta's streets, a result of a savage and tragic epi .. 
sode of communal rioting, testify to the intensity of the feelings 
involved, along with the fact that, despite the entry of the Moslem 
League into Nehru's Provisional India Government, the mUl'der of 
Hindu by Moslem and Moslem by Hindu continues. In this .issue of 
THE NEW INTERNATIONAL, Henry Judd, author of India. in. Revolt, 
analy~es the content of this problem. We also reprint. a resolution 
suggesting the revolutionary solution proposed by the Indian section 
of the Fourth International.-Editor.] 

These special features of the .geography of India are Te~ 
flected in her civilisation. To the variations in topography, 
climate, flora and fauna, and natural resources correspond 
wide differences in cultural patterns and social institutions, 
as evidenced by the richness and variety of art, literature, phi
losophy and religion in India. Nevertheless, the existence of 
facilities for communication within the greater part of the 
countr.y has led to the gro'Q.Jth of social relationships among 
different racial groups and created a profound cultural unity 
in the midst of diversity; and the comparative isolation of this 
great country from the rest of the world has preserved the con
ditions for the evolution of a civilisation that is unique and 
specifically Indian.-(Industrial Labour in India, published by 
the International Labour Office, Geneva, 1938.) 

What are the basic facts of the 
Hindu-Moslem problem? 

(1) India is a country with 6,000 known years of history, 
during the course of which countless migrations, conquests, 

National or Religious Question? 
assimilations, divisions. unifications, etc., have occurred. The 
Ethnic-racial mixture of today is the consequence of these 
6,000 ·;years of inter-marriage and social relations. 

.. (2) The first Moslem (Mohammedan, Mussulman) inva
sion took place in the year 664, into North India, but large
scale migrations did not begin until the year 1200, approxi
mately 700 years ago, after which they took place regularly, 
leading to the foundation of the Mogul dynasties. 

(3) The Moslems mixed freely with the Aryan peoples, 
assimilating their culture and proselytizing for the Islamic 
religious system am@ng these people. To escape the' rigid, pre
determining grip of the Hindu caste system, many of these 
Aryans became converts to Islam-that is, became Moslems. 
This, of course, also elevated them to the ranks of the ruling 
class officialdom. 

(4) uProbably as many as 90 per cent of India's 90 million· 
Moslems are descended from Hindu converts to Islam." (Sir 
Frederick Puckle, uThe Pakistan 'Doctrine," Foreign Affairs 
Quarterly) pg. 528.) Of the 12 million Moslems in the Punjab 
province, 10 million are of Hindu descent, having embraced 
the new .religion to escape caste and Hindu laws. 

(5) According to the latest census figures (1940), India is 
divided, along religious-communal lines, as follows: 

Hindu .... ....................................... ........ 255 million 
M aslem .. ........ .................................. ...... 92 million 
Sikh .... ..... ........ ........................................ 6 million 
Christian ............. ....................... .......... 6 million 
Tribal ................................... !.............. 26 million 

TOTAL ...................................... 385 million 
Approximately two-thirds of the Moslem population of 

92 million (59 million, to be exact) live -in six of India's north
ern provinces. The remaining 33 million Moslems live scat-

·The 194:0 India. censu. reeords 92 mllUon ),{oslems, ra.ther tha.n 
Puekle's figure. 
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tered far and wide in India's five other provinces, native states, 
etc., constituting enclaves within the broad Hindu population. 
In the six northern provinces of Moslem concentration (read~ 
ing from left to right on the map: Baluchistan, Sind, North~ 
west Frontier, Punjab, Bengal and Assam Provinces), the 59 
million Moslems constitute 56 per cent of the total six~prov· 
ince population strength of 108 million. The other 49 milliGn 
people are, of course, almost entirely Hindus, except for the 
six million Sikhs who live in the Punjab. 

Not Traditional National Question 
Such are the basic facts. Now, what are the essential differ~ 

ences between Hindu and Moslem, from a social stand point? 
These differences fall under the general ~ding of religious~ 
Communal differences. That is, we are dealin~itll two com~ 
munities, BUT communities that overlap in many fundamen~ 
tal respects: language, culture and tradition, racial and ethnic 
mixture, common conditions of life (particularly in the vil~ 
lage~peasant areas), etc. In a word, the Hindu~Moslem. prob~ 
lem is not a national problem in the traditional sense of the 
word. That is, the Moslems do not form a distinct national 
minority grouping, with a distinct culture, language, etc. We 
are dealing with a special form or expression of the national 
question-a problem in which the specific features of differ· 
ence between the two vast communities are determined more 
by psychology, feelings and sentiment than by easily observa
ble facts. The Moslem people are not a viable nation; they are 
an organic part of the Indian nation, but a part with viable 
differences and problems that cannot be dismissed. 

As the resolution on "Pakistan" (the demand of the Mos~ 
lem League for recognition of the Moslems as a separate na
tion) adopted by the Indian Bolshevik~Lenin,ists asserts, the 
real national differences within India consist of differences be~ 
tween peoples residing in regions, or separate provinces, of 
the country. That is, regional peoples such as the Punjabis., 
the Bengalis, the Pathans of the Northwest Frontier, ,the Ma~ 
drasis and Tamils of South India, etc., have far greater differ~ 
ences and points of division, with respect to language, race, 
history and customs, than do the Hindus and Moslems con~ 
sidered as abstract categories of people I For example, a Mos~ 
lem and a Hindu living in the Punjab region of India (that 
is, Punjabis) have far more in common with one anoth~rcul~ 
turally, linguistically, etc., than they do with a Moslem and a 
Hindu living in, let us say, Bengal or Madras provinces. To 
express it differently, their common characteristics as Punjabis 
are more apparent and significant than their characteristics in 
common with, respectively, a Bengal or Madras province Hin~ 
du; or a Bengal or Madras province Moslem. But this is no't 
to deny a common religious~communal bond between the Pun; 
jab Moslem and-,the Bengal or Madras Moslem; or such a bond 
between the Punjab Hindtf'and the Bengal or Madras Hindu. 
Such a denial would, of course, imply that the Hindu~Moslem 
antagonism has no reality and as such would be nonsense. At 
the same time, we must again call attention to the general, all
pervading Indian~ness that reaches into every region and provo 
ince of India and covers each religion, sect, community, caste 
and class with its all~embracing national qualities. This qual~ 
ity of I ndian~ness is revealed in common origins of language 
and their deep inter~connection (not to mention the fact that 
Hindustani, the plurality language, is spoken by one~third of 
the entire population); common social and economic life; com
mon traditions and historic experiences; elaborate communi
cations, etc. 

What is the specific nature of the Moslem community of 

2 millions? The vast bulk of this community (over 80 per cent) 
are poor, illiterate peasants-either tenant farmers or small 
landholders. They live within the lower scales of the socially 
depressed Indian population. It is wrong to think that the 
Moslem community is not internally divided along economic 
and class lines. On the contrary, its top sector is an extremely 
reactionary and oppressive clique. In Bengal province, with 
which the author is most familiar, the Moslem castes are in
distinguishable from the Hindu castes who occupy the other 
half of the province. The Moslem landlords, princes (Nizams) 
and feudal aristocrats are precisely symmetrical to their class 
brothers in the Hindu commuFlity. In Hyderabad, the largest 
and one of the most oppressive of the so-called native states, 
a Moslem ruling class of landlords and feudalists tyrannizes 
over a Hindu peasant population in exactly the same manner 
as do the princes in Hindu native states. 

William Phillips, 'Roosevelt's personal envoy in India and 
the gentleman who was declared persona non grata by the 
British, declared in a report, " ... the Moslem community as 
a political party has only an artificial unity. Like other relig~ 
ious groups it comprises various classes which have been more 
or less welded together politically by the device of separate 
electorate. There is already evidence to indicate that Moslem 
workers and peasants are becoming increasingly aware of their 
unity with Hindus of the same class." (The Voice of India, 
February, 1946, pg. 248.) 

The Moslem community then consists of: 

(1) A small handful of landlords, princes and feudal 
rulers. 

(2) A small strata of petty bourgeois intellectuals, govern~ 
ment officials, students, p'riests and religious teachers, 
unemployed college graduates. 

(3) A small strata of industrial workers. 
(4) A small strata of skilled handicraft workers. 
(5) An overwhelming strata of peasants and small land

owning farmers. 

Unfortunately, we do not possess exact figures on the actual 
numbers of the above groups. It is important to note there are 
hardly any Moslem industrial bourgeois and comparatively 
few Moslem proletarians. In addition, since the Islamic re~ 
ligion frowns upon the garnering of "interest" and money~ 
lending, the Moslems rarely are found among the commercial 
groups of the Indian population. The Hindu bania, the vil
lage money~lender and storekeeper, has a free field, thus pro
viding a constant source of irritation in Moslem village com~ 
munities and farming areas. 

Sources of Moslem Communalism 
The sources of Moslem communalism are not hard to un

cover, once we grasp the basic fa:cfti outlined abov~. In general, 
the Moslem people occupy a lower place in the all~India com
munity than other groups. They do not share proportionally 
in the general production or distribution of social wealth; nor 
do they occupy social positions commensurate with their num~ 
bers and significance. They therefore feel discriminated against. 
The ruling ranks of the Moslemic community likewise strive 
to share places' with the corresponding ruling ranks of the 
Hindus. Moslem landlords and princes wish to retain their 
class privileges and powers; Moslems wish to become capitalists 
and share the profits of the Hindu textile, steel, iron and coal 
industrial magnates; Moslem intellectuals are in violent com~ 
petition with the Hindu intellectuals and college graduates 
over jobs in the British civil service and administration, etc. 
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The Hindu~Moslem struggle is, then, a general struggle be~ 
tween rival communities for social and economic positions, 
within the iron~grip of British imperialism. It is a real strug~ 
gle, having its own objective reality, despite the undeniable 
factor of British imperialism and its deliberate stimulation of 
conflict between these two groups. 

Moslem communalism, with its separatist demands, is and 
has been led by the famous Moslem League of Mohammed 
Ali jinnah. We must examine priefly the history and nature 
of the Moslem League. It was first founded in 1906, by a group 
of Moslem intellectuals, for "promotion of loyalty to the 
British Government"-to quote the original constitution-and 
the safeguarding of Moslem interests and the placing of Mos~ 
lem "needs and aspirations before the Government in tem~ 
perate language." (Condition of India) p. 121.) The original 
Moslem League was, in a word, a reactionary organization of 
landlords, princes and religious leaders who desired to con
ciliate their moderate demands within the British Raj. In 
later years, the League merely became the instrumentality 
through which the Moslem people, in distorted fashion, ex
pressed their resentment against discrimination and their gen
eral suspicions of the Hindu community; as well as an organi
z~.tional method by which the Moslem leadership could canal
ize Moslem popular sentiment without, at the same time, 
having to organize the Moslem masses into militant organiza
tions of combat. 

For many years, the Moslem League had an active united 
front with the Congress party, collaborating in many of its 
political campaigns against British imperialism. Membership 
in both the Moslem League and the Congress was a common 
occurrence and not at all surprising. It is not a generally 
known fact, but M. A. jinnah-present head of the Moslem 
League-was, for a long period of time, one of the foremost 
Congress party leaders. But, as the economic and social fac
tors that tend toward commun~l divergence became tightet 
and sharper, owing to the general economic depression that hit 
India, and suspicions of the Congress party among Moslems 
mounted (see below), the Moslem League gradually turned 
~way from the Congress party nationalist policy and developed 
Into the full~blown communalist, separatist organization that 
it is today. 

League and the Mosle,m Masses 
In no sense of the word can it be considered that the Mos

lem League speaks authoritatively for the Moslem peasant 
masses. Comrade Murarji has ~xcel1ently summed up the class 
character of-the Moslem League in explaining how "Moslem 
communalism was ... the solution of the Moslem upper classes 
to the sharpening class antagonisms of Indian society ... it was 
a piercing flank attack on the anti-imperialist mass movement." 
The Moslem League is the organization of the Moslem land
lords, princes, intellectuals and petty-bourgeois. jinnah, a 
wealthy Bombay lawyer, is a petty tyrant ruling over this or
ganization in much the same fashion that Gandhi rules the 
Congress party. The truth of the matter is that the great M os~ 
tem masses are still politically and organizationally voiceless; 
no one can pretend to fully voice their sentiments or know 
precisely what they are thinking. >I« Why -is this the case? Be-

·It must be borne in mind that only a minute percentage of the 
Indian people can participate in any election. FranchIse Is based upon 
property qualifications, education qualifications and various special 
qualifications. The llteracy qualification automatically eliminates 89 
per cent of the Indian population! Perhaps.5 per cent (20 millIon), 
usually less, of the population participates in voting for the provincial 
legislatures. Furthermore, the reactionary electoral system compel. 
s. voter to vote according to his religion, or communal grouping. That 

cause no one-neither the British Government, nor the Con
gress party, nor the Moslem League-have yet given them the 
opportunity of expressing themselves on any basic questions. 

We have indicated some of the general factors underlying 
Moslem communalism, and leading to the struggle between 
the Congress party (the party of the Indian bourgeoisie and 
Hindu capitalists) and the Moslem League (the party of the 
Moslem feudalists, landlords, etc.). This is the essence of the 
struggle as viewed from above, from the standpoint of the top 
strata of both communities. Strictly speaking, the Congress 
party is not the exact Hindu counterpart of the Moslem 
League, but only appears so on the popular political scene. 
Behind the Congress party stands the infamous Hindu 
Mahasabha~ the narrow, confined organization of the top 
Hindu bourgeoisie, in its own way, equally as fanatic and re
actionary as the Moslem League. It is this organization that 
manipulates the top leadership of the Congress party (Gandhi, 
Nehru, Patel, etc.). 

Below this top strata of both communities, the Hindu
Moslem antagonism is expressed in a variety of ways. We have 
already indicated some-the competition between intellectuals, 
college graduates, etc., over civil service jobs; the struggle be~ 
tween Moslem peasants and Hindu banias)' the struggle be
tween Hindu peasants and Moslem .landlords, etc. And, sus~ 
pended over all this, there stands the broad experience of both 
communities resulting from that period, in 1938, when the 
Congress party formed independent ministries in seven out of 
India's eleven provinces. This was an experience that the Mos
lem League has pl~yed up to the full. It was a test of "Hindu 
rule," and the Moslems didn't like it. 

We cannot review that lengthy experience here, but will 
merely summarize the role of the Congress governments when 
they held power. " ... the Congress ministries have done the 
bidding of the British; supported the employers as against the 
unions; the landlords as against the peasants. They have 
moved steadily to the right by ignoring the Election mani~ 
festo and have alienated the peasant and toiling masses." In 
many provinces where it held power, the Congress ministries 
"jailed and murdered Congressmen, Congress Socialists and 
above all, kisan satyagrahis (peasant leaders), dispossessed ten
ants and gave open support to terror organized by the land
lords." (see THE NEW INTERNATIONAL, February 1939, pp. 61, 
62). These actions against the peasantry £ell equally, of course, 
upon Hindu and Moslem. As for discrimination measures 
against Moslem culture, even Mr. William Phillips is forced 
to reluctantly admit some basis for these charges. In his report 
he states, "The charges that the Congress Governments did 
their best to destroy Muslim culture rests principally upon a 
few isolated instances of the elimination of Urdu from school 
curriculums and such measures as the Wardha (Gandhi) 
Scheme of basic education, or the use of certain text books .... " 
(The Voice of India, February, 1946, p. 248.) A few "isolated 
instances," perhaps, b~t sufficient to furnish fuel for the Mos
lem League fanatics, who point out that if the Congress Minis
tries, with their limited powers, behaved in such fashion what 
would ·they stop at if they ever took real power, on an all
India basis? The Ministries were, in a word, political govern
ments of the Indian bourgeoisie, carrying on its class warfare 
against the Hindu and Moslem workers and peasants and, at 
the same time, definitely exerting a "jim Crow" pressure 
against the Moslem minority community. This experience is 

ls, a Moslem ca.n vote only for a Moslem; a Hindu only for a Hindu 
a.nd so on. It would be as if In America a Protestant could vote only 
tor a Protestant. a Jew for a Jew, a Negro for a Negro. etc. 
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the most powerful basis for the present Moslem League cam· 
paign for Pakistan. 

Bearing in mind the qualifying features that a Moslem can 
only vote for a Moslem, and that the great bulk of Moslem 
masses (at least 85 million out of the 92 million) a!re excluded 
from voting by various qualifications, the results of recent 
elections nevertheless indicate the trend toward Moslem sep
aratism and communalism. as represented by the League of 
Jinnah. In the eleven Provincial legislatures. 512 seats were 
allotted to the Moslem community. The Moslem League won 
445 of these seats (87 per cent), but, curiously enough, only got 
73 per cent of the seats in the Pakistan area of India.:IIe In the 
elections to the Federal Legislative Assembly, the Moslem 
League won 22 out of the 30 seats allotted to Moslems. While 
such results are in no way decisive, they certainly are indica
tive of Moslem League support among the top and petty
bourgeois layers of the Moslem community. What would be 
the attitude of the Moslem masses? This remains the great 
unknown in the whole situation. 

The Proposed Solutions 
In general, there are three proposed solutions to the Hindu

Moslem problem, none of which fail to violate basic demo
cratic principles and none of which could conceivably achieve 
a harmonious resolving of the differences. 

(a) The British imperialist proposal for a united, Con
gress-led India and semi-autonomous Moslem provinces can 
only be understood as the latest in a long history of constant 
effort to playoff one community against the other, depending 
on the concrete tactical needs of the moment-that is, the 
given world situation of the Empire. We cannot, of course. 
review this lengthy history. Today, with the Empire weakened 
from the war strain, with added threats from American and 
Russi~n imperialism, the British are anxious for an agree
ment, a "deal" to stabilize the country. The AttIee government 
must. before all, have order and stability in India, so as to 
use its possession of that country's resources in Britain's strug
gle for the world market. This requires (1) an agreement by 
which the Indian bourgeoisie (Congress p~rty) share ruling 
power with the British imperialists, and (2) an agreement fO,r 
a new government in which the Moslem ruling class (Moslem 
League) shall have a satisfactory share. But British imperial
ism, if required, will make this arrangement only with the 
Congress leadership. excluding the Moslem League if the latter 
is adamant and insists upon Pakistan. 

The British solution is, accordingly, proposed only within 
the arena of its imperialist mastery. It means arrangements 
with. top leaders, deals, endless negotiations, etc. It is counter
posed to a democratic Constituent Assembly; withdrawal of 
British troops from India; dissolving of all ties between mas
ter and subject nation. It is an adaptation of British imperial
ism to 1946 needs, and recognition that the Britisl:t Raj cannot 
continue except by sharing power in some form with the 
Indian bourgeoisie. 

(b )The solution of the Congress party of Indian capital
ists and Hindu landlords is not fundamentally different from 
that of the British. It is motivated by the same desire-that is, 
sharing in the exploitation of India's resources and manpower. 
The Congress proposes a united India, in which it shall guar
antee the Moslems and other minorities their democratic 

~iS is doubtless due to the fact that the Pakistan area includes 
the Northwest Frontier province Which, although 90 per cent Moslem 
in population. constantly gives overwhelming support to Gandhi and 
the Congress party. 

rights. ICEvery citizen shall enjoy freedom of conscience and 
the right freely to profess and practice his religion, subject to 
public order and morality. The culture, language and script of 
the minorities and of the different linguistic areas shall be 
protected." (Congress Election Manifesto, January, 1946.) The 
Congress, of course, rejects out of hand the Moslem proposal' 
for a clear division of India into two. 

For the Congress leaders, the problem of India is not that 
of solving the communal question; that is secondary. The 
problem is how to satisfactorily share power, as a junior part
ner, with British imperialism; how to win room for the further 
expansion of Indian. native capitalism and its desire to directly 
exploit greater masses of Indians, Hindu and Moslem alike. 
But the Moslem areas and the Moslem masses are a significant 
p~rt in India's economy, and the Hindu bourgeoisie will not 
let them go easily. Needless to say, these democratic guarantees 
of the Congress leaders are insufficient to still the suspicion~ 
of the Moslem peasantry, or to down the fanatic demands of 
the Moslem extremists. Indian capitalism, now trying to make 
a long-range settlement with British imperialism, would like 
to include in this arrangement the right to free exploitation of 
every nationality, community and group within the Indian 
population. This is the gist of the Congress proposal. 

(c) The separatist, "Pakistan"· proposal of the Moslem 
League, demagogically supported by the Indian Communist 
Party, is a reactionary, utopian scheme calculated to perpetu
ate'the position of the Moslem ruling strata at the expense of 
the Indian nation in general. and the Moslem peasantry in 
particular. It proposes to take the provinces of Assam and 
Bengal in the eastern,part of India; along with the provinces 
of Punjab, Sind, Northwest Frontier and Baluchistan in north 
and' western India, and from these two areas. separated by 
1,500 miles, form an autonomous state, not only separated 
from the rest of India (Hindustan). but separated from each 
otherl The social, economic and political· objections to this 
reactionary proposal are too numerous to mention. Firstly. 
49 million Hindus and 6 million Sikhs live within this Pakis
tan area-what is to be their fate? Secondly, the Pakistan area 
contains the major agricultural regions of India (~unjab 
grain), most of India's heavy industry and the nation's greatest 
port (Calcutta). Cutting it off from the rest of the nation, sur
rounding it by an artificial national boundary, etc., could 
only further depress the economic life of the nation as a whole 
and, ultimately, subject the Hindustan nation to the rule of 
the minority Pakistan section. Thirdly, what of the 33 million 
Moslems who live outside the area and are not covered by the 
Pakistan boundaries? Are th~y, at a later stage, to form sep
arate states and then struggle for unification with Pakistan? 
In other words, is there to be constant warfare between, a 
divided India, along national, communal and religious lines? 
This seems to be the meaning of Pakistan, as proposed by the 
League whose leaders have visions of the Mogul Empire days, 
when the Islamic conquerors ruled the entire subcontinent. 

In short, from a democratic or socialist point of view, from 
the viewpoint of the development cif ~. harmo'nious and bal
anced Indian nation, the· Pakistan conception is disastrous and 
could only lead to sharper division. But at the same time, an 
outright rejec:tion of the Pakistan plan cannot answer the 
question. Something positive must be proposed to the Moslem 
people. 

-The name is derived from t.he initials of the Moslem provinces 
which are to constitute Pakistan. 
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Resolution Evades Issue 
And here, in conclusion, we come to the program and 

,resolution on Pakistan ofIered by the Indian Bolshevik~Lenin
ists, the lndi;:tn section of the Fourth International. Insofar as 
it goes, this resolution-which we are publishing-proceeds 
along the correct line but, in our opinion, does not go far 
enough and, in a sense, evades the Moslem issue. 

The resolution correctly describes the character of the Mos~ 
lcm League and its separatism, as well as the hopelessly retro~ 
;jressive n;.i.ure of Pakistan. It places India's national problem 
on a realistic level by pointing to the fact that regional divi~ 
sion5, according to nationalities (Punjabis, Bengalis, etc.), con~ 
stitute the real problem. A united, socialist, federal India is 
the solution proposed, similar to the Leninist plan for the 
solution of Russia's national question. To quote frpm the 
original constitution of Soviet Russi:i, "The workers and peas~ 
ants of each nation are free to decidt:: independently at their 
own plenipotentiary Soviet congresses whether they desire, 
and if so, on what conditions, to take part in the federal gov
ernment and other federal Soviet institutions." (Part II, Chap~ 
ter 5.) The principle of socialist federalism assumes, of course, 
the right of secession from any Federated Indian state. As the 
program of the Indian Trotskyists states, only a democratic~ 
ally-elected Constituent Assembly can decide these questions 
of Indian independence, and create the broad outlines of the 
future nation. But the proposal of socialist federations is un· 
doubtedly the correct answer to the basic aspects of the 
national problem. 

But the Moslem problem and relations between the two 
major communities overlaps the national, or regional prob~ 
lem! In the present tense situation, it even tends to dominate 
the former and replace it. Moslems live everywhere in India, 
regardless of nationality, and form enclaves within the body 
of India itself, including the predominantly Hindu sections. 
And, since it evades this question, the resolution we publish 
can be considered satisfactory only insofar as it goes. It does 
not go far enough. It is not sufficient to characterize the reac~ 
tionary Moslem League, nor lay bare its class motives, since 
behind the League stands the disposj)essed and degraded Mos~ 
lem mass, with its deep and justified suspicions against the 
Congress party and its leadership. This cannot be ignored 
without the charge of "pro-Hinduism" being leveled against 
the resolution and its authors. 

rr Lenin could consider that the Russian anarchists had 
the right to found a state, or community, of their own; if 
Lenin could believe that, in general, any group of people 
with a common set of beliefs and ideas, had separatist rights
then we cannot deny this same right to a group of people such 
as the Moslems. Not, indeed, merely because' Lenin said so, 
but because we revolutionary socialists stand for the utmost of 
democracy, above all at a time when the entire bourgeoi'3, 
Stalinist and reactionary world has discredited itself. The very 
tenacity with which the Congress bourgeois leadership opposes 
Pakistan and demands that the Moslem people subject itself 
to its tender graces, this alone would almost suffice to make 
us hold an opposite opinion, lest we be identified with Gandhi, 
Nehru, et al. Thus, we must clearly state that the Moslem 
people shall have the right to form independent states, includ~ 
ing enclaves within Hindu territory, if they so wish and so de
cide for themselves. We will point out the general economic 
disadvantages of such separation and the greater advantages 
that lie in regional affiliation to a Federated India, but we 
cannot dcny the right of the Moslem masses to attempt such 

a separatist experience, if they so wish. Above all, the Indian 
Trotskyists must openly proclaim the right of the Moslem 
people to vote on such a proposal. Everybody, the British 
government, the Moslem League, the Congress party-literally 
everybody denies the Moslem people the right to vote, to ex~ 
press their sentiments. Shall we be among these opponents of 
elementary democracy? No, in a free India the Moslem masses 
must have the right to vote, after democratic consideration 
and discussion, on the issue of separatism. In our opinion, the 
program of the Indian Fourth Internationalists will ~ot be 
correct or complete until this is added, in unambiguous form, 
to the resolution. 

HENRY JUDD. 

RESOLUTION ON PAKISTAN 
(The following resolution on the slogan of Pakistan [separa

tion of India into Hindu and Moslem states] was adopted by a 
majority vote at the First Representative Conference of the Bol
shevik~Leninist Party of India, the Indian section of the Fourth 
International, at its September, 1944 gathering.-Editors~) 

• 
The Pakistan slogan epitomises the de~ 

mand of the reactionary Moslem League "that geographically 
contiguous units ... (be) ... demarcated into regions which 
should be so constituted that such readjustments as may be 
necessary that the areas in which the Moslems are numerically 
in a majority, as in the North~Western and Eastern zones in 
India, should be grouped to constitute 'independent states' in 
which the constitutent units shall be autonomous and sov~ 
ereign." 

The slogan is politically reactionary and theoretically false. 
It is politically reactionary in that it constitutes an effort 
through an appeal to communal sentiments to divert the ris~ 
ing discontent of the Moslem masses away from its true enemy, 
namely, British imperialism and its native allies, against the 
Hindus. It is theoretically false in that it proceeds from the 
indefensible contention that the Moslems in India constitute 
a Nation, which is declared to be oppressed (equally false) by 
a Hindu nation. There is no basis, whether of common his· 
torical tradition, language, culture or race, or in respect of 
geographical and economic factors, for the arising of a distinct 
Moslem nationality. Religion (together, of course, with any 
common element of culture which that may entail) is the only 
unifying factor, and is clearly insufficient, qn the basis of aU 
historical, experience, to produce any sentiment which can con· 
stitute a national constiousness. The slogan of Pakistan is 
therefore purely demagogic and must be fought not only by 
laying bare its treacherous purpose but also by exposing the 
cunning attempt to give to its communalist nature a "national· 
ist" coloring. 

It would be incorrect to believe that the growth in strength 
of the Moslem League is recent years is due to its support of 
a demand or demands for N ational self~determination. The 
principle reasons for its growth are the following: 

(1) The opportunity presented to the Moslem League to 
turn to communal channels the discontent created by the reac
tionary policies of. the Congress Ministries (all non-League) 
which came into office in the various provinces in 1937. 

(2) The powerful backing given to it by imperialism dur~ 
ing the period when Congress moved into open opposition and 
ultimately direct struggle, including the jockeying of Moslem 
League ministries into office in province after province. 

(3) The utilization by the Moslem League of the fact that 
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a large majority of Indian capitalists and landlords are Hin
Jus, in order to divert the class struggle into communal 
channels. 

(4) The coming under its influence of layers of the masses 
(~it~erto outsid~ the influence of any political organization), 

comIng to conSCIOusness for the first time and turning to the 
Moslem League as the organization nearest to hand. With the 
~um of Congress once more toward cooperation with imperial
Ism, and the progressively declining need of the Moslem 
League as an instrument for British imperialism, the Moslem 
League has passed the pinnacle of its strength, as is evidenced 
by the numerous splits and quarrels within the League. 

The Indian nation consists of various nationalities (e.g., 
Bengalis, Punjabis, Andheras, Tamilians, Caneras, etc.) who 
are bound together by common language, culture, historical 
tradition, etc. British imperialism has drawn its administra
tive boundaries regardless of these distinctions, with the result 
that the demands for a re-definition of boundaries and the for
mation of new provinces, paying a due regard to th~ existence 
of these different groupings, has gained in strength in some 
areas. But nowhere have these demands gone beyond an aspir
ation for provincial autonomy, thus demonstrating the insiO'
nificance of such "separatist tendencies" in relation to tl~e 
developing national consciousness of the modem Indian na
tion. The policy of the Bolshevik-Leninist Party of India in 
relation to these nationalities and their demand is clear. Not 

only does the Bolshevik-Leninist Party of India stand for a 
federated India on the basis of these distinct nationalities, but 
it stands for their right Qf self-determination. 

The Bolshevik-Leninist Party of India must, however, ex
pose the misapplication of the principle of National sel~
determination by the Communist Party of India, which, while 
denying the existence of a Moslem Nation in words, recog
nizes it in fact in its proposed redefinition of provincial boun
daries. It proposes to draw the boundaries in the Pun jab ann 
Bengal in such a manner as to separate West Punjab and Ea:.it 
Bengal, where populations are predominantly Moslem, from 
East Punjab and West Bengal respectively, which are pre
dominantly Hindu. In the abs~nce of any genuine growth of 
a West Punjab or East Bengal national consciousness, this 
attempt to divide, on the basis of mere difference of religion, 
the territory occupied by two distinct nationalities, namely, 
the Punjabis and the Bengalis, is clearly a concession to the 
theory of a Moslem Nation. 

Since neither the Moslem League demand for Pakistan, nor 
the Communist Party of India variation of it constitute genu
ine national demands, there can be no question of any support 
to these demands helping to bring the masses into the struggle 
against British imperialism. On the contrary, such support 
would only help to draw the masses away from this struggle 
by helping the Moslem ~eague to divert the rising discontent 
of the Moslem masses into communal channels. 

Politics of the Indian Bourgeoisi 

The center of the Constructive Pro
gram, says Gandhi, is "always the charkha1 around which all 
activities revolve." Inasmuch as politics is in the final analysis 
governed by economics, Gandhi is undoubtedly correct. The 
charkha is the center of the Constructive Program because the 
charkha (in conjunction with all other implements in the 
primitive wooden family) constitutes, together with the land 
and the cow, the main means of production in Gandhian so
ciety. Charkha economics determines charkha politics. Hence 
"all other activities revolve around it." We, however, are re
luctant to leave things at that. We perceive certain inconsisten
cies in the way in which charkha politics has been formulated. 
We suspect that this brand of politics has not been entirely 
spun, on the, charkha; that better spindles and more powerful 
looms have had something to do with its creation. While, 
therefore, we accept that the charkha forms the basis of the 
Constructive Program, we must pick out two other features of 
this program (Communal Goodwill and Social Service) which 
we regard as only of slightly less importance. These latter help 
us to decipher the real character of charkha politics. The other 
items in the Thirteen-Point Program are not of much signifi~ 
cance-prohibition, scavenging, kindergarden literacy, chivalry 
toward women and rashtra bhasha.2 These are the personal 
virtues we are abjured to cultivate. We are not much enam
oured of them. We think more satisfying canons of conduct 
are still available for us in the good old homilies of Socrates, 
the Buddha, Confucius and Christ. 

1. Spinning wheel. 
2. All-India language. 

Gandhi's "Constructive Program'" 

Charkha and Gram UdyoCJ3 
It is not possible to foist a program on the masses which 

does not in some way assuage a fundamental mass urge. If, 
therefore, the peasantry of our country have in the past ex
tended a welcome to the Constructive Program, the explana
tion of this must be found in their conditions of existence. 

British imperialism has not only destroyed the balance of 
their little village economic structures and subjected them to 
cruel exploitation through rent-exaction and direct and indi
rect taxation. It has dragged the peasantry into the coils of the 
world market and subordinated them to its vicissiLUdes. Driv
ing his primitive plough on his shrinking strip of land, the 
Indian peasant comes directly up against all the mechanized 
efficiency of the foreign capitalist farm. His prices are gov
erned by world prices. This not only depresses his standard of 
living, but makes it fluctuate as wildly as a seismograph in an 
earthquake. 

It is On this predicament of the peasantry that Gandhi has 
closed in with his charkha and gram udyog program. He 
seeks to counterpose once more the self-sufficient producti\'e 
framework of the ancient village community to the all-per
vasiveness of the world economy. He seeks to balance the in
stability of primitive agricultural production with the wooden 
prop of the charkha and other village handicraft. 

Unfortunately, it is not imperialism alone that subordi
nates peasant production to the needs of the world market. 
Native machine industry has stepped in to consolidate the 

a. Villa are reconstruction. 
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process. It is true that the native bourgeoisie aspire to shield 
themselves behind a high tariff wall. But that is essentially a 
shield-a device to ward off the unfavorable repercussions of 
production for the world market. Furthermore, it is not im
perialism alone that exploits the peasantry. The native bour
geoisie have long ago matured in that act of ravishment. The 
internal market (i.e., largely the peasant consumer-popula
tion) is a great source of hope for the Tatas, Birlas, Kasturb· 
hais and their kin [native Indian capitalists]-especially when 
relieved from the embarrassment ~ of world competition. The 
charkha and the gram udyog immediately rush up against the 
electric power-looms of Ahmedabad and the giant blast-fur
naces of Tatanagar. In such an encounter there can be no 
doubt on whose side the odds lie. 

Thus not only is the charkha and gram udyog program 
reactionary in its aspiration to resuscitate the primitive vil
lage community with its medieval standards of life. It is 
sterile in that it sets out to match primitive handicraft with 
machine industry in conditions of capitalist competition. It 
pbssesses the rare distinction of being both reactionary and 
utopian. 

The program, however, has deep-going political implica· 
tions. In the first place, it represents a carefully camouflaged 
endeavor to distract the attention of the middle and lower 
strata of the peasantry from the lands of the zamindar4 and 
rich peasant. This is a preliminary indication of its bourgeois 
counter-revolutionary character. In the epoch of capitalist 
ascendancy the necessity to unify and expand the internal mar
ket, as well as to release the productive forces from the feudal 
productive relations which fettered them, drove the bour
geoisie to liberate the peasants from the landlords and thus 
to convert both land and labor into marketable commodities. 
Today, in the epoch of imperialism, the epoch of capitalist 
decline, the bourgeoisie can no longer play this liberationist 
role. Capital and land, capitalist a~d landlord, are too closely 
intertwined for either to entertain homicidal intentions in re
gard to the other. The Indian bourgeoisie will not interfere 
with property relations on the land. The Indian peasant must 
not be encouraged to covet his landlord's land. If ~e does not 
have sufficient land to dig even a miserable existence from, he 
must be taught to look elsewhere for succor. And there, for 
the bourgeoisie, begins the messianic role of the Mahatma 
and his charkha. 

But the charkha and gram udyog program plays a more 
positive role in the service of the bourgeoisie. "Khadi" [cotton 
doth] says the,Mahatma in his pamphlet on the Constructive 
Program, "means a wholesale swadeshi [ind_ependence] men
tality, a determination to find all the necessaries of life in 
India." The charkha is thus the political emblem of the Indian 
bourgeoisie in the same sense that the hammer is the emblem 
of the working class· and the sickle that of the peasantry. Small 
wonder that it is so boldly emblazoned on the bourgeois 
"national" flag! The charkha and gram udyog program is a 
powerful political weapon in the economic struggle of the 
Indian bourgeoisie against imperiatism. It is a substitute for 
the dangerous and incalculable method of the mass struggle. 
It established the native bourgeoisie on its !eet especially after 
the boycott campaign of the early twenties. Can anyone won
der, that despite the yearly turn-out of hundreds of thousands 
of yards of t~e finest spun cloth in their own mills, the textile 
mill-owning millionaires are the most habitual wearers of the 
coarsest khadi? We will not of course mention that these dev-

4. Landlord. 

otees of the charkha h~ve even taken to the production of 
"khadi" in their millsl 

What Gandhi calls the center of his Constructive Program 
(the little wooden machine that spins hi~ webs f?r the im

perialists, his sophistries for the intelligentSIa and hIS clap-trap 
for the masses) is none other than the center of the bourgeOIS 
struggle for control over the internal market and the mass 
movement; a treacherous, reactionary and utopian device to 
frustrate a fundamental mass urge in the guise of pandering 
to it. That urge'is the urge of the peasantry to overthrow ex
isting property relations on the land as a means of emancipat
ing themselves from the choking tyranny of the world market. 

Communal Goodwill 
The masses cannot wait until the Mahatma constructs his 

pattern of freedom for them on his c~arkha: Freedom, for 
them, is neither a mere slogan nor a deSIrable Ideal. Freedom, 
for them, is an imperative necessity-to do away as speedily as 
possible with all forms of exaction, exploitation and tyranny. 
While the charkha spun on, the cauldron of mass revolt was 
on the boil. 

The communal problem is in essence an expression of this 
phenomenon. Its very virulence is an index to the turbulence 
of mass discontent. Its distorted appearance does not negate 
the fact that, at root, it is an expression of the class struggle. 

The land-owning upper classes of India and the more sub
servient section of the native bourgeoisie had no reason, to con
ceal their alarm at the depth and power of the mass movement 
which the nationalist bourgeoisie attempted to harness to their 
class needs. The Muslim upper classes in particular (they 
were more parasitical in proportion as they lacked a big indus
trial bourgeoisie) feared the accumulating wrath of the Mus
lim peasantry in the countryside and the vast mass of unem
ployed and underemplf)yed petty ~urgeoisie in ~he t~wns. 
The powers and privileges they derIved from theIr allIance 
with British imperialism were, moreover, endangered by the 
political aspirations of the nationalist bpurgeoisie. It was nec
essary to attack the mass movement-for an attack on the mass 
movement would not only disorient the masses but would 
equally weaken the only sanction of the bour~eoisie against 
imperialism. That attack took the form of MuslIm communal
ism, drugged with separatist demands, and delivered through 
the intellectual medium of the job~hunting Muslim intelli
gentsia. 

Muslim communalism was in fact the solution of the Mus
lim upper classes to the sharpening class antagonism of India? 
society. In form it was a piercing flank attack on the antI
imperialist mass movement. Every betrayal of the mass str.ug~ 
gle by its leaders was a signal for a communal counter-offensIve, 
leading to further disorientation and prostration of the masses. 
Communalism thus became a powerful weapon in the hands 
of the imperialists. Every defeat, every betrayal, every post
ponement of the anti-imperialist struggle.widened .the commu
nal rift and strengthened the communalIsts. But Inasmuch as 
the crisis of imperialist society in India cannot be solved under 
its aegis and every defeat of the masses is an education for the 
future, the gathering proportions of mass revolt had reduced 
the communalists to greater and more complete dependence 
on the imperialists. So complete is this dependence that the 
liquidation of the communal problem can only ensue on the 
prior liquidation of imperialism in India. 

Muslim, communalism also derived an initial impulse and 
sustained i'mpetus from the reactionary politics of bourgeois 
nationalism. Rationalism was the philosophy of the bour-
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~eoisie needing. to liberate the peasantry from the control of a 
feudal chu:ch In the. pe:iod of capitalism's rise. In the epoch 
of the declIne of capItalIsm the bourgeoisie need not to liber* 
~te ~ut to ha~ness the peasantry to their yoke. Hindu revival
Ism IS the phIlosophy of one such bourgeoisie, for Hinduism 
has had no peer in its ability to inhibit the most fundamental 
urges of the masses. Hence, under Lokmanya Tilak, the real 
a~cestor of hysterical Hindu communalism, bourgeois nation
alIsm took on a decidedly Hindu coloration. In the hands of 
Ga~dhi the process was further extended and deepened. It was 
a sImple sadhus that bourgeois nationalism dangled before 
the masses of the peasantry, who floc}(ed in their hundreds and 
~h?usands to receive his dharshan.6 It mattered little to the 
Illiterate. Muslim masses that the sadhu was able to recite the 
Kor~n 0: quote fro.m the Bible. That sort of dope they could 
get In hIgher qualIty and greater quantity within their own 
mosques. 

. Himself .responsible t~ a certain extent for the strengthen
In~ ~f MuslIm commun~h~m, the Mahatma aspires to solve by 
relIgIOUS met~ods what IS In essence an expression of the class 
struggle and In form a political counter-attack. His method is 
that. of ."unbreakable ~eart unity.". The communal problem 
~o hm~ I~ not a st~ategical. problem In the setting of the anti
ImperIalIst campaIgn. It IS not an imperialist counter-attack 
on the ma~s movement. It is a personal problem. The hearts 
of both Hindus and Muslims are somehow not in the right 
place. They hav~, fi:st to set their hearts right so that there 
may no more be HIndu water or Muslim tea." 

As always, the religious formulation conceals a political 
maneuver. The endeavor is to find an agreed formula between 
the l~ndlords an~. princes of the Muslim League and the in
d~strIal bou~geOlsle of the Congress-a formula which will di
VIde the spoIl.s of office under imperialist patronage and thus 
present a unIted front of the. exploiters, in control of the 
armed resources of the State, against the accumulating forces 
of mass revolt below. One failure, or two. to win the Qaid-e-
Azam7 d~e~ not discourage the Mahatma. While the masses 
ke.ep straInIng to get their hearts into place he is at least cer
taIn. that r.eal uni~y will be prevented-unity of the masses 
agamst thezr explotters along the lines of the class struggle. 

Social Service 
Neither the charkha maneuver of Gandhi, nor the com

munal maneuver of imperialism can halt for one single mo
ment the process. of the class struggle. And though the Mahat
ma may.refuse to rec.ognize the class struggle, the class struggle 
never falls to recognIze the Mahatma. Kind and sensitive man 
tha~ h~ is, he cannot ignore that recognition. He winks back 
at It, In the form of social service. Social service is Gandhi's 
answer to the class struggle. He continually warns against 
"violent and bloody revolution." He preaches (to the poor 
masses to be surel) "voluntary abdication of riches and the 
power that riches give." Meantime he advises the masses to 
live at peace with their masters, i.e., to collaborate with their 
exploiters. To help the masses to accept his advice he has his 
program ()f sO,cial service. 

We are not here concerned with the motivation of humani .. 
tarian social service. The Mahatma's heart may be as bottom
less as the caverns of hell-in its sympathy for the poor. We 
are. here concerned to demonstrate the reactionary social orlen
~ of humanitarianism itself. Inasmuch as the class struggl~ 

6, Hermit. 
6. Revelation. 
1. Moslem League Leader. 

is fundamental to class-society a,nd ineradicable within it. the 
attempt to moderate'its harshness on the exploited classes, 
and by these means to distract their attention from it. is not 
only futile but is to enter into the service' of the exploiters 
themselves. If Gandhist society is the same ,thing as the egali
tarian society, the social objective must be not to subject the 
masses to less exploitation, but to free them from exploitation 
altogether. The latter is certainly not the object of the Ma
hatma. He thereby demonstrates how completely he is in the 
service of the bourgeoisie. Sweet faces and angel graces are not 
beyond "riches and the power that riches give." 

Role of Non-Violence 
One feature in common all three principles of the Con

structive Program contain: in the guise of serving a funda
mental urge of the masses, each of them seeks to frustrate it. 
The charkha pretends to serve the desire of the peasantry to 
emancipate themselves from the world market but fastens over 
them the strangle-hold of the native bourgeoisie and ulti
mately, of the very world market they were seeking to avoid. 
Communal heart unity pretends to lay down the basis for a 
united offensive of the masses against British imperialism. 
whereas in reality it deflects the masses away from the anti
imperialist struggle and fastens the death-grip of imperialism 
upon them. Social service aspires to elevate the economic and 
cultural level of the masses but in reality perpetuates the sys
tem of semi-feudal exploitation that holds them down. The 
common feature is not directly attributable to deliberate de
ceit on the part of the Mahatma. We do not know, nor do we 
care, whether even indirectly it is so. What is pertinent is that 
the manifest contradiction between object and result springs 
from the single unifying factor in the whole distraught phi
losophy of Gandhism-non violence. For, says the oracle him· 
self "the constructive program may otherwise and more fit
tingly be called construction of Puma Swaraj or Complete 
Independence by truthful and non-violent means." The Con
structive Program is the non-violent road to swaraj [indepen
dence]. The basic unifying force of the whole Constructive 
Program, as of the whole theory and practice of Gandhism, is 
non -violence. 

Force or violence is the final sanction of law. The imperial
ist state is organized violence. To overthrow the imperialist 
state is to counterpose to its own violence a sup~rior violence. 
This superior violence can only come from the intervention of 
a foreign state or by the intervention of the masses on the 
political arena. Revolution is the method of the defeat of the 
violence of the state by the superior violence of the masses. 
Truly does the Mahatma characterise revolution as "violent 
and bloody." 

Non-violence is defined by the Mahatma as "a process of 
conversion." In other words, non-violence is concerned wiili 
the individuals, not with the system. To the violence of the 
imperia,list state (the Mahatma once called it "leonine") non
violence replies with moral pressure on the state official. It 
tries to "change the heart" of the state official, ~.e, to move 
him to pity, and thence to understanding, by self-suffering. 
Thus, non-v;iolence does not challenge the authority of the 
imperialist state. but seeks to change its manifestations. By 
denying the right of the masses to counterpose their own vio
lence to the violence of the state (the final sanction of all laws), 
non-violence subordinates the masses to the authority (i.e., 
violence) of the imperialist state. The method of non-violence 
(apart from its political content) is at best reformist, not revo
lutionary. That is to say, it operates entirely within the im-
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perialist system. Whatever the phraseology of its advocates, 
non-violence cannot seek to overthrow the imperialist system. 

The strategy of reformism is pressure strategy. Violence, 
or overthrow strategy, is the strategy of revolution. Whether 
for pressure or for overthrow the mass struggle is necessary. 
But should the mass st,ruggle develop along violent lines (i.e., 
should it d~rect itself toward the overthrow of the state), the 
collapse of the imperialist state will be accompanied by the 
collapse of the property forms it maintained-the native bour
geoisie being too weak to maintain their property either 
against imperialism or against the masses. The mass struggle 
must, therefore, be forced into the strait jacket of non-vi'O
lence, so that bourgeois property be maintained. Herein lies 
the basic contradiction, the double faced character of non
violence. It is clothed with revolutionary phraseology and pur
ports to save the masses from imperialism. But it actually 
serves counter-revolutionary purposes, for it dams and deflects 
the mass struggle, and saves imperialism from the masses. 

Saboteur Strategy 
The mass struggle that began in August '42, despite nearly 

a quarter of a century of preaching on the part of the Mahat
ma, was openly and quite unashamedly a violent struggle. 
The masses, at the very outset of the struggle, sloughed off the 
straightjacket of non-violence in which the bourgeoisie had 
sought to imprison them. They thereby demonstrated to the 
world the scant esteem in which non-violence was held by 
them. That was their way of asserting that their road to the 
overthrow of the imperialist state was the road of violence, of 
class struggle, of revolution. 

Who need wonder at the panic of the native bourgeoisie 
who quite early deserted the struggle and attempted to stop it, 
and of the Mahatma who today denounces it and disclaims 
all responsibility for it? Never again will they attempt to use 
the mass struggle to- browbeat imperialism-not if they can 
help it. The Mahatma, therefore, puts forward his Construc
tive Program not as a preparation for civil disobedience, but 
"as an alternative road to Swaraj." So important is this 
"alternative road," that he threatened to fast if his disciples did 
not accept it. So important is it, that behind its immense fire
power has been also brought up the heavy artillery of the 
Rs IY2 crores [approx. $350,OOOJ Kasturba Fund (more social 
service!). To sabotage the revolutionary mass movement from 
without by forcing on it once again the strait jacket of non
violence which it had decisively rejected-that is the strategy 
of the Constructive Program. 

But the strait jacket will stay on only so long as the 
masses do not enter the arena of direct struggle. Hence the 
Constructive Program seeks also to sabotage the mass struggle 
from within? to destroy the existing class organizations of the 
masses. The Constructive Program has, theFefore, recently been 
extended. Separate programs have been prescribed for work
ers, for kisans and for students, so that each of them may 
contribute to the "construction of swaraj." It is not necessary 
here to deal with these i'n detail. Suffice it to say that "con
struction of swaraj" means today, in 1945, for the Mahatma: 

(a) the destruction of the class independence of the trade 
. unions, through the "construction" of rival company un

ions (as at Ahmedabad) and the enticement of function
ing unions away from the Trade Union Congress into the 
openly class-collaborationist Hindustan Mazdoor Sevak 
Sangh. 

(b) the smashing of the class independence of the kisan sab-

has [pea~ant unions J through the "construction" .of a 
Kisan Congress, dominated and controlled by the Natlonal 
Congress, i.e., under the kindly patronage of the upper. 
classes, both bourgeois and landlord. 

(c) an ideological offensive against Marxism under cover of 
a drive against Stalinism, and the reduction of stud~~t 
organizations to ideological servility to the bourgeo~sle 
through the "construction" of a Students' ~ongress w.h~ch 
will "keep all politics out" -except Gandhlan superstltIon 
and utopian revivalism. 

More immediately, the Constructive Program is designed. to 
prepare the ground for the coming surrend~r-settleme~t WIth 
British imperialism. It is not the first occaSIOn. on whIch ~e 
Mahatma fled precipitate before a mass offenSIve on the Im
perialist state, to bury himself ostensibly.in social .uplift, and 
religious regeneration. At least one prevIOus. publIc perform
ance has _ history been afforded of this identical stage-tri~k. 
Especially after the calling off of the s~ruggle of the e~r~Ier 
thirties did the Mahatma appear to vanIsh from the polItIcal 
scene, under the pretext of devoting himself entirely to the 
cause of the Harijans [untouchablesJ. What he actually 
achieved every Indian in his 'teens already knows: the thwart
ing of the mass-struggle and the pre~aration, step by ste~,. of 
the Congress for eventual coolie-servIce on behal~ of Bn.tIsh 
imperialism. The objective is no differ~nt on thIS occ~sIOn. 
While the Tatas, Birlas and Kasturbhals employ the aId of 
imperialist capital and tech?ique in the ~ore intensiv~ ex
ploitation of the masses, whIle the Munshls and the RaJago
palachariars [extreme right wing leaders of C~n?ress party] 
employ the imperialist police to shoot down st~I~lng workers 
and bludgeon rebellious peasants, and throw mIlItant fighters 
against imperialism into imperialist jails ~ith the h~l~ of the 
imperialist penal code, the Mahatma WIll be paCIfyIng the 
masses and shepherding them along the "constructive" road 
to swaraj-building "swaraj" within the imperialist systeml 
The vision is almost idyllic. The reality reeks of rank insidious 
treachery. 

The Constructiye Program8 aims to sabotage the anti-im
perialist mass struggle now and for good. 

SUREN MURARJI. 

--S.-There are those who say they have accepted. the ?0D:structive 
Programme because they regard it as the sole means (wIthm preva
lent cohditions of imperialist repression) of restoring the brutally 
battered morale of the masses and thus of preparing for the next 
wave of mass' struggle. It is not for us to point out that to. entertain 
this belief is to doubt the veracity of a leader who proclaIms truth 
as his most important weapon against imp~rialism. The Mahatma 
has explicitly repudiated even t~e thought of It. It .is not merely that 
we believe him here. It is impOSSIble for us to conceIve how an overtly 
anti-struggle program, demonstrably reactionary in content, can 
either revive the morale of masses frustrated in open struggle, or 
prepare them for the struggles of the future. ThC) task of reviving 
the masses for further struggle is the task of leading them along the 
road of their limited and most immediate demands and thus of help
ing them in the consolidation of their ranks. 
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The Basis of Workers' Democracy 
Ciliga's purpose in writing the last 

chapter of his book, The Russian Enigma (published as an 
article in the August issue of Pol.itics) was to prove that it was 
Lenin who laid the foundation for the betrayal of the Russian 
"Revolution by Stalin. To prove his thesis he relies on certain 
specific policies adopted by Lenin. To answer Ciliga fully it 
~ould be necess~ry to take up in detail the specific policies he 
cItes and to arnve at a conclusion as to their correctness or 
incorrectness on the basis of a thorough analysis of all the fac
tors t~at prevailed at th,e time they were adopted. Such an 
analYSIS can be made best by a Marxist who is familiar with 
the Russian language and can go to the original sources. This 
task should be left to. such a person. 

It is, however, justifiable without waiting for such an anal
ysis to reject Ciliga's central thesis because of his method and 
approach to the problem of workers'. democracy. He ap
p,roa.ches the problem in far too general a manner to be con
VInCIng. He does not tell us what specifically should have been 
done by Lenin; he relies simply on general principles. It is all 
very well to contend that the liberation of the workers should 
be accompl~shed by the workers 'themselves. Such a principle 
can be readIly accepted but it does not inform us what exactly 
should be done at a particular time under specific conditions. 

With Ciliga's proposition that we should discuss Lenin's 
poli~ies in a critical manner there can be no quarrel whatever. 
LenIn could be and was wrong on many occasions. It is neces
sary to examine every policy and determine its correctness or 
inco:rectness. It may well be that a certain policy followed by 
LenIn prepared the road for Stalin's betrayal but this is far 
from sufficient to accuse Lenin of betrayal. 

That the critical, independent, spirit which should be 
~aken for granted in the attitude of every revolutionary social
ISt w~s almost completely lacking in the early days of the Com
munIst movement is shown by Ciliga's own attitude. His emo
tional r~act,i,o~s, .upon "discovering" that Lenin "betrayed the 
RevolutIon IndIcates that he had more of a religious attitude 
to Lenin than a revolutionary-socialist one. This was true of 
practically all the followers of Lenin in the early days of the 
CommunIst movement. 

The religious attitude prevails now among the Stalinists. 
altho~gh they have nothing to do with Lenin's policies. It also 
prevads to a large extent among "official" Trotskyists. It is dis
heartening to recognize that we must repeat over and over 
again that the religious attitude has no place whatever in the 
revolutiona~ socialist movement. Every idea and every act of 
the outstandIng teachers and leaders of socialism should be 
su~je~te~, to . a critical examination. Being a revolutionary 
SOCIalIst I.mplIes the acceptance of the critical approach of the 
great SOCialIsts. 

One.Party Dictatorship 
Three questions are raised by Ciliga as constituting the 

problems of workers' democracy. I shall deal with them sep
arately though they are obviously very closely connected. 

There was a time when even in the Trotskyist movement 
the idea was generally accepted that during the period of the 
dictatorship of the proletaritt there can be only one party
the party under t~e leadership of which the workers take pow
~r. It was not untIl Trotsky show~d that the one-party regime 
In the early days of the SOVIet UnIOn was the result of peculiar 

An Answer to Ciliga 

conditions and was not the result of a principle enunciated by 
the Bolshevik leaders that the Trotskyists began to assert their 
belief that after the conquest of power by the workers the nor
mal and desirable situation is the existence of competing par
ties presenting their programs to the masses. 

'Between the Trotskyists and Ciliga there can be no quarrel 
on the necessity of recognizing the principle that a one-party 
dictatorship is dangerous to the revolution. Here one must 
indicate that the actual practices of the "official" Trotskyists 
of the Socialist Workers Party can justifiably lead to the con
clusion that the leaders of that party give lip-service only to 
the idea that there should be more than one party during the 
regime of the proletarian dictatorship. In reality we are safe 
in concluding that they would not tolerate any opposition to 
their rule-should the exceedingly improbable situation arise 
of the workers taking power under their leadership. One need 
only listen to arguments by major and minor leaders of the 
SWP to the effect that "we play for keeps" and that "we are 
monopolists in politics" to realize that there is at least a ten
dency to a one-party dictatorship. 

Our opposition to a one-party dictatorship under the rule 
of the workers does not, unfortunately, guarantee that there 
will be no such dictatorship. For, whether or not such a situa
tion exists, depends not only upon the party in power but the 
opposing parties. Opponents of the regime of Lenin and Trot
sky place the whole blame upon them for the existence of the 
one-party Bolshevik dictatorship. An objective analysis of the 
role played by the opponents of Bolshevism during the period 
when Lenin and Trotsky led the Bolshevik party leads to the 
conclusion that the major part of, if not the entire, blame for 
the existence of the one-party regime lies upon the shoulders 
of the opponents of Bolshevism. 

I t is a matter of record that the Bolsheviks did not drive 
their opponents out of the Soviets when they gained a majority 
and the Soviets took the power; the opponents left the Soviets. 
The Bolsheviks worked amicably with those of their opponents 
-like the Left Socialist Revolutionaries-who remained in the 
Soviets and it wa,s not until the Left SR's tried to gain power 
through a coup d'etat that the regime became entirely a one· 
party one. Nor must it be forgotten that many of the oppon
ents of Bolshevism in the ranks of the various groups of social
ists took up arms against the Soviet regime. Trotsky'S thesis 
that the activities of the Bolshevik opponents brought the onc
party regime of the Bolsheviks into existence is proved by the 
historic record. 

If Ciliga is correct in saying that Lenin in 1920 made a 
principle of the one-party dictatorship we should not hesitate 
to say that Lenin was wrong and by his act aided greatliY in 
dis orientating the Communist movement on that question. 

In the light of subsequent events it is clear that Lenin and 
Trotsky erred greatly in prohibiting factions at the Bolshevik 
congress of March 1921. Stalin took ample advantage of that 
prohibition. The Civil War was over and, if anything, it was 
necessary to relax the previous prohibitions. Surely those who 
fought shoulder to shoulder with the Bolsheviks in the Civil
War gained the right to an independent existence as a group 
and to criticize the reigning party. When one considers how 
Stalinism was aided by Lenin's action in prohibiting factions 
it is clear that any danger arising as a result of factional criti
cism could not possibly compare with the danger of aiding 
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the deveiopment of a monoHthic party through the prohibi~ 
tion of factions. Not even the terrible conditions prevailing 
in the country at the time of the Congress justified the prohi
btion against factions. 

Existence of Bourgeois Parties 
Should bourgeois parties be suppressed by a government 

ruling under the dictatorship of the proletariat? It must be 
remembered that the Bolsheviks did not begin with suppress. 
ing any party-not even the most reactionary bourgeois par,ty. 
A socialist party placed in power by the masses should not 
suppress any bourgeois party unless it attempts to overthrow 
the government by violence or to demoralize the masses by 
spreading falsehoods and thus prevent the smooth functioning 
of the economy and the government. 

There is, no general rule which can be formulated that will 
succeed in solving all of the problems connected with the sup
pression of parties during the period immediately following 
the taking of power by the workers. The only general rule to 
be followed is that the regime of the workers must be protected 
and at the same time the greatest possible democracy must be 
assured to the masses. Special circumstances may require cer
tain limitations of democracy but the leadership of the party 
representing the workers must understand how dangerous any 
limitation of democracy is and should be 'anxious to remove 
it at the earliest opportunity. To limit democracy after the 
necessity for any limitation is over is to increase the danger 
of degeneration. 

Democratic Ys. Bureaucratic Management of Industry 
No socialist will argue against Ciliga when he asserts that 

democratic management of nationalized industry by the work~ 
ers is absolutely essential. The real problem is how to apply 
that principle correctly in the period immediately following 
the taking of power by the workers; and in the solution of that 
problem Ciliga is of no great help to us. Does accepting the 
above principle mean that we must grant the right of the work
ers of every factory to determine all of the conditions of labor 
and all of the questions connected wlth production in their 
particular factory independently of the factories in the same 
industry or in other industries? Does it mean that the trade 
unions rather than the party should have control of industry? 

There certainly can be no advantage whatever in pennit
ting trade-union bureaucrats to run the industries rather than 
party bureaucrats. The problem of the democratic manage
ment of industry by the workers would still remain and the 
danger of excluding the workers from the management would 
be just as great. 

vVe must start from the premise that it is essential to enlist 
the greatest possible participation of the workers in the run
ning of industry. It is essential from the fundamental point of 
view of the efficient operation of industry. A bureaucratic 
regime in industry means inefficiency. Stalinist Russia is prov
ing, if it has not already proved conclusively, that a bureau
cratic control of industry cannot increase the productivity of 
labor as against a developed capitalism. It is altogether prob
able that nationalized industry under bureaucratic control 
offers, from the point of view of 'developing the productive 
forces of society, no improvement whatever over developed 
capitalism. 

But workers' democracy in industr.y does not mean that 
the workers of a particular factory or plant are to have final 
say in determining conditions of production and labor. It will 
not be difficult to have the workers of every factory understand 

that the factory in which they work is intimate1y connected 
with all other factories and that phinning for all of industry 
excludes the possibility of permitting the workers of a particu
lar factory to determine their conditions. 

An over-all planning authority with plans to' be fulfilled 
by the workers of a particular factory is essential. The man
agement of a factory by the workers comes in when t~ey ex
amine and criticize the plans proposed by the plallnlng au
thority. The workers of a factory know far better than the 
planners outside what their factory is capable of producing. 

From what Ciliga says it can be deduced that he is more of 
an anarcho-syndicalist than of a Marxist on the question of 
workers' democratic control of industry. His vague philosophy 
about the immediate post-revolutionary period is revealed in 
his assertion that "modern revolutions must achieve socialism 
or inevitably become anti-socialist, anti-proletarian, counter 
revolutions." 

When taken on an historical plane there can be no objec
tion to the above statement. From Giliga's assertion, however, 
one can conclude that modern revolutions must immediately 
achieve socialism or degenerate. It is taken for granted by 
Marxists that a transitional period must necessarily follow the 
taking of power by the workers and that during that period 
many of the standards existing under capitalism will still pre
vail. He is a utopian who thinks that socialism and all that 
socialism means to society and to the individual can be ushered 
in immediately after capitalism is destroyed. 

Democratic control of industry by the workers is possibl_e 
and absolutely essential even before socialism comes 'into ex
istence but it should be understood that it is a control pri
marily through the democratic workers' state which owns the 
industries and which is in a position to plan for all of the 
industries. The workers in a particular factory must subor
dinate themselves to the needs of the workers as a whole. 
Neither the trade-union bureaucrats nor the party bureaucrats 
should control industry but the workers state, that is, the 
soviets, democratically controlled by the masses. 

Nor must it be forgotten (and Ciliga does not mention it) 
that the basic premise for the existence of democratic control 
of industry, in the long run, is the existence of a developed 
industry which can satisfy the needs of the masses. We can 
confidently expect that the democratic traditions of the Amer
ican workers will make it more difficult for bureaucrats to 
p.surp authority. But what is decisive is the existen~e-of a suffi
ciently high productive capacity to eliminate the need for 
a struggle for a decent livelihood .. No rules and no determina
tion to adhere to democratic forms will prevail against a long 
period of scarcity~ 

Lenin thought that the development of a bureaucracy 
could be prevented by decreeing that the payment of an official 
should be no higher than the payment of a worker and that 
the workers should have the right to recall their representa
tives any time they wanted to. But these measures turned out 
to be ineffective in the face of universal need. This does not 
mean that workers' democracy is ineffective; it simply means 
that it can .Qot prevent degeneration when the economic con
ditions favorable to degeneration exist for a long period. 

Control of the Government by the Working Class 
Actually, if the workers succeed in controlling the govern

ment all of the problems of workers' democracy are thereby 
solved. If the workers have complete democracy in the soviets 
or· workers· councils then through their control of the govern~ 
ment they can determine the policies of the government._ 
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,Control of the government impiies the right to vote the 
governing party out of power. Democratic control of the gov· 
ernment by the workers exists if ,they have the right to recall 
the old and elect new representatives whenever they wish and 
if the main pplicies of the party in power are presented to the 
workers for their approval or disapproval, through .the means 
of elections at definite intervals where criticism is completely 
free and opponents of the party in power have an opportunity 
to present their criticism and their program. As a corollary to 
this propqsition it follows that a minority is in duty bound to 
submit to the government until there is an opportunity to 
reverse its policies by an appeal to the workers in a general 
election. 

That a revolutionary party in power may, under certain 
circumstan&;:es, deem it necessary to go against the will of the 
majority of the workers can be taken for granted by those who 
understand that we are not living in a world where a correct 
solution to all problems can, be reached through pure democ
racy. Those who have been.active in the 'labor movement know 
that it happens frequently that in the course of a long and 
bitter strike the ovenvhelming majority of the . strikers become 
tired and demoralized. Inevitably a group of backward work
ers takes the lead in a movement to go back to work. If given 
an opportunity the majority of the workers would undoubt
edly vote to end the strike. A conscious 'and militant leader
ship will not yield to the mood of the majority if it is con
vinced that in a short period there is a chance for a favorable 
conclusion of the strike. 

A revolutionary party can permit itself the liberty of dis
regarding the will of the majority provided it realizes that to 
do so for a long period means inevitably the use of deceit and 
force against the majority and to do that for any length of time 
means to institute a dictatorship of the minority which must 
inevitably result in degeneration. 

It is not at all sufficient, as Ciliga seems to think it is, to 
proclaim the principle that the emancipation of the workers 
must be accomplished by the workers themselves. All revolu
tionary socialists who have taken the 'lesson of Stalinism to 
heart realize how necessary it is to abide by that principle 
enunciated by Marx. But it cannot solve the problems that 
will confront a party in power. To follow that principle rigor
ously means to oppose the formation of a party. To see the 
necessity, of applying that principle does not mean to idealize 
the workers who have been subjected to the demoralizing inw 
fiuence of capitalism. 

Upon a revolutionary party lies the responsibility of edu
cating the workers to think critically and independently and 
thus to enable them to guard against the would-be usurpers. 
Next to a favorable economic situation the best guarantee 
against degeneration is a revolutionary party composed of 
educated, critical revolutionary workers. Such a party will not 
for long act against the will of the workers; it will either win 
the majority to its point of view or yield to the majority. 

When evaluating the role of Lenin and Trotsky during the 
extremely. trying period of the Civil War and the period im
mediately following it one must not forget that~ they had no 
experience by which to be guided in their actions. It is obvious 
that of the two great principles-the necessity to guard the 
conquests of the workers and the necessity to guard the demo
craticrights of the workers, they placed the emphasis upon the 
first. We who have the lessons of Stalinism as a terrible warn
ing can realize more clear! y than any of the leaders of the 
Russian Revolution how important it is to stress the demo
cratic rights of the workers. 

tJ nfortu~atei y history decreed that the first sodallst revd
lution occur in a backward country. From our vantage point 
we can see that degeneration was inevitable if the revolution 
was not extended to more advanced countries. But giving 
precedence to the factor of backwardness we must nevertheless 
realize that an important contributing factor was the crushing 
of the democratic rights of. the Russian workers by the Stalinist 
bureaucracy. This was part of the degeneration and at the 
same time hastened the degeneration. If together with Ciliga 
we realize' the importance of the problem of workers' democ
racy it does not mean that we agree with his thesis that Lenin 
and Trotsky were partly responsible for the degeneration in 
Russia. We reject his thesis because it is not true but more 
than ever do we recognize the necessity of emphasizing the 
need of workers' democracy as a means to guard against 
degeneration. 

ALBERT GOLDMAN. 
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Cain's Movietone Realism 
James M. Cain's novel, 

Mildred Pierce~ might have been a very 
good novel; it might even have been a 
great one. Had this novel b~en properly 
handled, James M. Cain might' even 
have lifted himself to the level of Dreiser 
in American letters. The story he ,told 
could have been a very representative 
one. It is some time since I read a book 
in which a real story was'so wantonly 
squandered as is the case here. Because 
of this and because there are so many 
touches revealing how Cain has em~ 
pirically grasped important details con~ 
cerning the modem American scene, I 
winced again and again as I read this 
book and saw how it was disfigured into 
movietone realism. 

The Pierce family is middle class, liv~ 
ing on the lawn, bracing trees. The time 
opens impressively with the husband, a 
smallish man named Bert Pierce, work
ing on the lawn bracing trees. The time 
is the depression. Bert. Pierce had been 
an executive in a real estate company, 
Pierce Homes, which had buift a group 
of standardized houses. One of them is 
the house in which he lives. The com~ 
pany had gone into receivership anq 
Bert Pierce was forced out of the con~ 
cern. His spirit is broken.' He cannot 
find a job and he doesn't even seem 
to look for one any more. He is a 
decent man but his personality is dis~ 
integrating. He has lost his function 
in society and is no ,longer the pro~ 
vider. It seems as though it were pro~ 
foundly symbolic dlat his personality 
disintegrates when he becomes bankrupt 
and can no longer play a role in Pierce 
Homes, Inc. His name was given to the 
company, to the group of houses it built, 
to a street in the community which is 
composed of these houses, and there also 
is a Pierce Drive. There is nothing left 
of Bert Pierce's activity in this work ex~ 
cept the name; and there is little will 
left in the man. We see that his will, his 
very sel.f, has deteriorated with his loss 
of function as the head of' a family, as 
well as the loss of his business position 
in the community. 

His wife Mildred is in her thirties; 
they have two girls, one of them in her 
teens. Mildred is not beautiful, but she 
remains very attractive and has lovely 
legs. Although she has been' a housewife, 
she has definitely not lost her looks. She 
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is physically described by the author, 
cut to the pattern so that she could act 
the part of a movie star. An excellent 
cook, she is supporting the family by 
baking pies and cakes for neighbors. 
Bert is having an affair with a woman 
named Mrs. Biederhof. The marriage is 
broken up. It is clear that Bert gets com~ 
fort, consolation and sympathy from this 
vague Mrs. Biederhof. Mildred some~ 
times nags him. But even if she had not 
nagged him, the fact that she-the little 
wife-was providing for the family is, in 
itself, sufficient to unman Bert. The 
petty bourgeois American male wno has 
skyrocketed to a position of affluence in 
the 1920's cannot be supported by his 
little missus. The personality of Bert 
Pierce had, we can easily deduce, been 
intermingled with Pierce Homes, Inc. 

The older daughter, Veda,.is an incor
rigible snob. She is ambitious and wants 
to live among the rich. She has contempt 
for her middle class Glendale surround~ 
ings. The mother has fixed all of her 
ambitions on Veda's future. She wants 
her to be a great pianist and even now, 
in adversity, she scrapes enough mon~y 
to provide for Veda's music lessons. 

Commodities and Human Relations 
The story then opens with a petit~ 

bourgeois man on a lawn. What he does 
is described; but what he feels is not 
touched on by the author. The lawn is 
one of Bert's things. The life of this fam~ 
ily has been a life of things. Here is his 
last thing, as it were. Then there is a 
quarrel and Mildred takes the.initiative 
in driving him off to go and live with 
Mrs. Biederhof. Now she is alone, and 
the support of the two children depends 
on her. She has had no training in the 
business world. And in a depression 
when many trained people are almost on 
the bread line, what chance has she? She 
looks for work and the only prospect of~ 
~ered her is that of domestic service; she 
is repelled by this. 

One of the striking and promising fea~ 
tures in the early portions of this novel 
is that the two main characters are pre~ 
sented with reference to things, to ob~ 
jects and to conventional_ conceptions. 
They possess little individual~ty in the 
sense that many'literary char3:cters have 
individuality. The style of the book is 
objective, even a little flat in places: it 
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records movements, performances, the 
handling of things, such as Bert bracing 
the trees, Mildred cooking and the in~ 
gredients of what she cooks -which go in~ 
to the making of something that she will 
sell. This presents to us a world of pri~ 
vate life in which things~ commodities, 
almost become the protagonist. 

But to continue, Mildred overcomes 
the revulsion she feels about doing me· 
nial work and becomes a waitress. She 
works diligently and in time she gets 
the pie concession in the restaurant 
where she has found employment. She 
gets a few' other customers. Wally Ber· 
gen had been associated with Pierce 
Homes, and when the company had gone 
bankrupt, he had managed to wangle 
himself into a job as the receiver. He 
happens to call after Bert had left, want~ 
ing to, see Bert concerning some business 
details. When he learns that Mildred and 
her husband have separated, he shows 
interest in her. He makes a date with 
her. Mildred talks about this with her 
neighbor, Mrs. Cessler, the wife of a 
,man who is getting on by engaging in 
the illegal liquor business, hauling it 
from the boats which bring in booze 
along the Pacific coast. Mrs. Cessler tells 
Mildred how to behave in order to cap~ 
ture Wally. Instead of letting him take 
her out to eat, Mildred should cook for 
him, give him good drinks which Mri. 
Cessler provides, tie him to her by being 
the person who provides the food and 
liquor before she lets him sleep with her. 

Mildred acts on this advice. She cooks 
a dinner which Wally devours, gives him 
drinks that he couldn't get in speak. 
easies where the quality of booze is bad, 
and then, lets him seduce her. But Wally· 
is smart enough not to be trapped. In 
time, however, Wally helps Mildred 
start a restaurant. She begins without 
capital, but Wally manages to help her 
get adequate credit. In order to protect 
herself financially she divorces Bert. 
Further, while working as a waitress, she 
has met a wastrel named Monty Bera~ 
gon. His family is rich and socially prom· 
inent in Pasadena; he is a polo player. 
He picks up Mildred on her last day at 
the restaurant where she works, takes 
her to his little shack at the beach and 
they have a weekend together. While 
Mildred is away, the youngest daughter, 
who is spending the weekend with the 
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father, becomes fatally ill. Then, the res
taurant opens, and Mildred quickly 
catapults to success .. She has an affair 
with Monty. His family loses its money, 
and he has to depend on her financially. 
He is contemptuous of her. A kinship of 
social snobbery develops between him 
and Veda who is growing up into a desir
able female of the Hollywood type. It 
turns out that she cannot play the piano 
well, but she becomes a coloratura 
singer. Mildred kicks Monty out just as 
she did Bert. She works energetically; 
her business expands and she is able to 
run several restaurants. The daughter. 
Veda, detests her mother, detests the fact 
that· her mother earns money in a bour
geois manner and detests Glendale. 
With Wally's aid-he is a lawyer-Veda 
blackmails a motion picture family with 
whose son she has slept, and this enables 
her to leave home. Veda is the one sub
stantial human relationship in Mildred's 
lif-e. 

With Veda gone, Mildl--ed's life seems 
empty. Monty, in decay and with a 
spreading bald spot, has to sell his fam
ily home, an atrocious stone pile. Mil
dred buys it, and marries him in order to 
get 'Veda back. Veda returns and Mil
dred lavishes the profits and resources of 
her business in providing for Veda and 
Monty, with whom, however, she doesn't 
live as a wife. Veda becomes a famous 
singer and earns five hundred dollars a 
week in radio. 

Mildred, wasting the money of her 
business, is going to be forced out by her 
creditors. It is when she learns this that 
she returns home late at night and finds 
her daughter in her husband's bed, 
naked. She almost kills her daughter. 
The girl pretends that she has lost her 
voice because of the way that her mother 
choked her. Monty leaves. Mildred is 
forced out of business. She divorces 
Monty. She takes Veda back. Veda seems 
changed. But it has only been a ruse on 
the part of Veda. She has pretended to 
have lost her voice in order to be able to 
get out of a five hundred dollar contract 
so that she can accept another one for 
twenty-five hundrecl dollars a week. She 
leaves home aqd goes off to New York 
with Monty. Mildred has, after all of her 
driving effort, now come to the point 
where she is thirty-seven; her looks are 
going; she is getting fat. She meets Bert. 
In the meantime, Bert's mistress, Mrs. 
Biederhof, has gone back to her husband 
who has gotten a good job. Bert and 
Mildred talk things over and come back 
together. Bert tells her that Veda is no 
good. She finall y realizes I this. She is 

purged of her almost unnatural love for 
her daughter. And then the book ends, 
with Bert and Mildred reconciled, hav
ing each other, and Bert says: "Goddamn 
it, that's what I want to hear. Come on, 
we got each other, haven't we? Let's get 
stinko." And Mildred has the last line: 
"Yes, let's get stinko." 

Cain-Hollywood "Realism" Master 
I have only roughly and hastily told 

the story. But this account of the story 
should indicate how it has been Holly
woodized. The story, however, when pre
sented in outline only sugg~sts what is 
wrong with this novel but doesn't indi
cate what is the character of the oppor
tunity that Cain has squandered. Cain is 
able to tell a story which has the merit 
that the reader doesn't have to spend too 
much time in getting on from the first to 
the last page. Shocks and violence punc
tuate his novels. They are written as 
a kind of literary movie. And, inasmuch 
as a greater latitude is permitted the nov
elist than the scenarist, Cain's books 
have the appearance of greater -reality 
than most films do. Unrestrained by a 
production code, the pattern of a Cain 
story can be more like patterns of real 
lives than can those of a motion picture. 
Mildred Pierce is no exception here, but 
it could have been an exception. Cain 
began with a real problem, one relative
ly untouched in contemporary writing. 
Mildred Pierce could well have been an 
account of the middle class housewife. 
It could have been a poignant 
story which told what happens to 
many of these housewives so that in 
the fictional character, Mildred, there 
would have been particles from real 
life of hundreds of thousands of such 
women. At times there are suggestions of 
this. The opening portions of this book 
are highly promising. But then we see 
where James M. Cain has learned his 
literary lessons. Story values take .... the 
place of Mildred's problems. Plot in
volvements, relationships based on plot 
and story, falsify what has been begun as 
a story of people. Further,. what is impor
tant in the promising portions of this 
book is that we see how things, objects, 
commodities have become the basis for 
the' spiritual content of Mildred's life, 
and how Bert, having lost all of his 
things becqmes a good natured and in
effectual person. And we see further the 
transformation of one of the roles of the 
housewife-as a cook-into a business· 
woman. Things and money creep out of 
every page of . this book and they be
come fetishes which are pressed into 
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the very soul of Mildred. She has af
fairs. She has scenes of anger and 
reconciliation with her daughter. She 
knows success and wins prestige. But 
one of her high moments is when she 
gives Bert a few drinks, cops the key to 
the automobile which he had taken 
when they split up, and then, by this 
means, she gets possession of the car it
self. After taking Bert home, she drives 
rather wildly and she feels elated, almost 
ecstatic. At the wheel of the car she for
gets herself even more than she does in 
sexual affairs with Wally or Monty. 
Much has been written about the stand
ardization of human beings in modem 
American society. But here was the 
promise of a vivid, empirically grasped 
and well presented fictional account of 
the structure of American standardiza
tion. Here, in Bert and Mildred, were 
the beginnings of two maracterizations 
which reveal how things take the place 
of human relationships. This was what 
made the novel so promising, and it, in 
tum, is the reason why I winced when 
this fine beginning was wrapped up in 
a package of cheap glamor and cynical 
melodrama. 

Cain writes of valueless people who are 
cruel, violent, self-centered and who have 
a minimum of consciousness. In his 
world there is neither good nor bad and 
there is little love. People commit adul
tery and the wicked do not always go 
punished. If the wicked ·are punfshed it 
is purely fortuitous: punishment is a re
sult of the needs of the story and not of 
the stern hand of Providence. This is a 
world in which the incapacity of an all:
tomobile to go as fast as the driver wants 
it to can send the adulterer to a sinner's 
grave just as well as can the moral law 
of the Almighty . God and the almost 
equally Almighty Joseph Breen, Code 
Administrator for the Motion Picture 
Producers and Distributors of America. 

The historic past has given us a high 
level of literary culture. This level is ex
pressed in a $eries of great tragedies 
which come down from the Greeks to 
modem times. In tragedy there is an un
happy ending. Serious American writers 
such as Theodore Dreiser have written in 
this tradition, and the spirit which mo
tivates work such as Dreiser's is one that 
is drawn from a high lever. of literary 
culture. Contrasted to such work, there 
is the cheap escape fiction, the best seller 
and the plot short story .. -By and large, 
the plot short story and the saccharine 
best seller cannot be maintained in the 
modern Am~rican world. The falsity of 
writings of this order is so patent that in 
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a hard, atomized, cynical urban world 
this type of writing seems merely funny 
-unintentionally funny. Slowly and 
surely, the old type of saccharine best 
seller is being driven from the market. 
There can be very few new Gene Strat
ton Porters. 

A best seller today must havt; some
thing different from the best seller of 
thirty or forty years ago. If it is given a 
religious tone it can be a market sensa
tion, as we find in the case of Lloyd 
Douglas. But naive virgins, happy and 
good housewives performing their role, 
love without hormones-these ingredi
ents of the old best seller are rapidly de
clining in sales value. It is writers such as 
Cain who stand i;n between the work of 
,a serious and tragic character which has 
been fathered by such men as Dreiser in 
America and the work that has connec
tion with the mote or less forgotten writ
ings of Robert W.' Chambers, Gene 
Stratton Porter or Harold Bell Wright. 
And in this in-between, neither-fish-nor
fowl-literary medium, J ames Cai~ has 
become the master. He is a literary 
thrill-producer and he profits by the re
action against the sentimentality of other 
years. At the same time, he gains from 
the prestige of more serious and explor
atory writing. As a consequence, James 
M. Cain is not an insignificant or unim
portant American literary phenomenon. 
He has helped to perfect a form which 
combines Hollywood and serious real
ism. 

The Menc:ken Background 
And herein hangs an irony which 

should be pointed out. James M. Cain is 
an old newspaper man, a former con
tributor to The American Mercury:l a 
writer whose background is intimately 
associated with the 1920's. The sophisti
cated attitude of The American Mercury 
of the Twenties remains in his .writing. 
For instance, in Mildred Pierce:l Veda is 
a caricature of a flapper of the Twenties 
and she describes bourgeois people as 
peasants. If one reads Cain's book, OUT 

Government:l one is transported back to 
the days when we all read that green
covered magazine. Cain has not grown 
by jumping off from the positive sides of 
Mencken and of The American Mercury. 
Mencken was a major voice in America 
agitating for serious realistic fiction: at 
the same time that he pla.yed such a role 
in advancing Dreiser, that he welcomeQ 
Sherwood Anderson and others, he at
tacked, parodied, flayed the books of 
Chambers, Winston Churchill and 
others, and cast on their kind of work the 
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brand of ridicule at which he had be
come so expert. In doing this he helped 
to open channels for the more serious 
writer and contributed toward the cre
ation of a better taste for literature 
am,ong more serious and literate people, 
especially younger people. Cain comes 
out of this period. The taste for reality 
exists in him. To it he has added lessons 
learned from Hollywood. Therein lies 
the irony. The James M. Cain who wrote 
about a government which was elected 
by yokels and middle class "peasants" is 
now the thrill-producing movie tone real
ist who shocks these yokels and the sons 
and daughters of these yokels with nov
els of adultery; murder, cynicism and 
violence. To drive home the irony, one 
might say that in the Twenties, the atti
tude on government which Cain im
plied was, more or less, that people 
deserved the government they got. The 
AmeTican middle clas~ yokel deserved a 
Calvin Coolidge. These same yokels de
serve, as it were, the realist they now 
have and that realist deserves his audi
ence. 

Pseudo-Realism and Public Taste 
Milrded Pierce has been made into a 

movie by Warner Brothers, produced by 
Nlr. Jerry Wahl, who is likely to become 
one of the Hollywood producers of 
movietone realism in which there is 
adultery, murder and unhappy endings. 
The saccharine story of the happy end
ing, the virgin, the pure but masculine 
and smartaleck hero has become the typ
ical story of Hollywood. Boy meets girl. 
The boy is immature; the girl is imma
ture. The story of the boy and the girl is 
juvenile and revolves around how the 
boy comes to meet the girl and how they 
end up in a kiss, sufficiently short not t.o 
constitute a sin, and properly directed so 
that the kiss is more like that of a broth
er and sister than that of two lovers. The 
endless retelling of this story ~ the stupe
fying succession of movies with this kind 
of happy ending has now confused pub
lic tast-e. If a movie has an unhappy end
ing, it is realism-not romance on the 
level 'Of a popular song. Because of such 
facts, the filming of novels of James M. 
Cain has a certain significance and will 
be falsely interpreted by many who are 
now so groggy with stories of puTity that 
they accept as realism any story with 
murder, an unhappy ending and love 
which violates the Sixth Commandment. 
Such stories then are falsely accepted as 
signs that Hollywood is growing up and 
becoming sophisticated. It is apparently 
assumed that if Hollywood can "crack" 
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a Cain\ book, and produce it within the 
boundaries set by the Production Code, 
then we see signs of change, of a new era 
in pictures. Intellectuals, producers, 
writers and others have, in fact, begun to 
look forward to such achievements with 
hope and confidence. Mr. Jerry Wahl 
has begun to produce m'Ore serious pic~ 
tures. Now, Hollywood will advance in
to the stage of real film art. 

With this in m,ind, it is well to take a 
quick look at the film, Mildred Pierce. 
The novel begins with a description of 
a middle class home that is breaking up 
because of the depression. The sense of 
the novel relates to this beginning. Mil
dred Pierce is a middle class woman 
whose capacities have been restricted by 
the performance of her role as mother 
and wife. When her husband is driven 
out of business ,she has to assume the role 
of the man and she has to enter, unpre
paTed, the savage and competitive world 
of the breadwinner, of the male. The 
life of the middle class is atomized. So
cially it is crushed between the two an
tagonistic classes of modern society, the 
big bourgeoisie and the proletariat. Jts 
social relationships are dictated by busi
ness considerations. Its women are half
ornament and half-slave. They often pre
serve their beauty, their figure, the love
liness of their flesh, but their characters 
go into a stagnant sleep, and their inner 
life dries up. They are trained for noth
ing but to be a mate, a mother, a house
keeper and housewife. The performance 
of this role makes them the queen of 
their class. Mildred is such a woman. 

But the film opens with a murder. 
There is no murder in the novel. Mil
dred seems to be a murderess and she 
even wants to commit suicide in one of 
the first scenes of the film, but a police
man prevents her and this permits some 
quasi-humorous dialogue in which the 
policeman tells her to go home and re
marks that if she tries to go swimming 
rather than home, he will have to take 
a swim too and he might even get pneu
monia. The edge is thus taken off of the 
murder and of the torn image of Joan 
Crawford standing over a bridge getting 
ready to dive into turbulent waters. Also 
the movie story is told back wards and be
comes a quasi-mystery story. 

Movie Charages Plot 
In the novel, home, things and an in

adequately motivated mother-daughter 
re1ationsl1ip are the basis of what sub
sequently happens. In the motion pic
ture, false suspense as to who killed 
Monty is the starting point, and the 



out instructions from' above-she avows, 
in fact, that she doesn't know what will 
come of it all; ignorant of socialism, 
completely unpolitical, she is, however, 
religious and looks forward to a church 
marriage by a Partisan priest; the second 
martyr is the Communist, Manfredi, who 
functions as a member of the Committee 
of National Liberation, carrying out se
cret instructions of sabotage, but has no 
contact with the people; the third and 
last martyr is the priest Pietro,-with his 
death the picture comes to an end. His 
execution is witnessed by the children of 
his school, self-organized militants led 
by a crippled boy, Romoletto. This little 
terrorist wished to throw a bomb into a 
crowd of his own people in order to de
stroy the SS men who question them. 
The last shot is of ~hese same children, 
representatives of the Italian future, re
turning to the city; the horizon is domi
nated by the high dome of St. Peter's. 
They will go back to their church school 
where they have played soccer under the 
guidance of the good priest Pietro. 

This collaboration with the Church 
constitutes, in my opinion, a basic theme 
of the film. It is carried through in many 
details and even assumes the pattern of 
a familiar Christian legend. In the con
clusion, always vital for the effect of a 
film or play, the two martyrs, Pietro and 
Manfredi, re,call the martyrdoms of Peter 
and Paul in Rome. Like p'aul, Manfredi 
is the energetic, uncomproIDlslng 
apostle, ,who engaged in world propa
ganda for the new religion; like Paul, he 
began as a persecutor of the church, and 
like Paul, he dies under another name, a 
more Christian name than his original 
one. The priest, Pietro, has made out for 
him a fake passport as Giovanni Epis
copo (Bishop ),and it is under this sug
gestive name (borne also by a character 
of D'Annunzio) that the Gestapo regis
ters his martyr's death. I may be permit
ted in this context to carry the mythical 
pattern further and observe that just as 
Saint Peter was crucified upside down, 
so the priest Pietro is shot ,from behind. 

Church Presented Favorably 
The Catholic Church is presented 

here from the viewpoint of a friendly 
spectator who does not know too well 
the dogmas, hierarchy, ritual, temporal 
interests and miseries of this powerful 
institution; he sees only the modest 
priest who derives from his love of 
Christ good will toward the poor, hatred 
of injustice and readiness to help those 
who need him. The sacraments 'appear 
as flexible instruments at the disposal of 
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human wants, rather than as magical 
rites administered under fixed condi
tions. The priest hears Pina's confession 
while $he accompanies him on the street 
when he is on a mission of the Resist
ance, as one human being with another. 
The rite of extreme"unction is acted out 
as a ruse to deceive' the Gestapo and to 
save Romoletto whose bomb might be 
discovered by. the enemy searching the 
house. The relations of the individual 
priest to the people conceal the broader 
relations of the chqrch to the whole 
community. 'The a~dience is given the 
feeling that the church is tolerant, hu
man, warm, adaptable, superior to dog
ma and rite. N otbing in the film indi
cates that Pietro is an exceptional priest, 
like Silone's Don Benedetto; he is no-' 
where contrasted with priests who com
promise or who side with the oppressors. 
Thus the people are prepared for sup
port of collaboration with a clerical 
party. 

There is in this film a series of crude 
moral contrasts which should also be 
noted as part of its collaborationist 
thought. The religious woman, Pina, the 
real heroine, is not only a believer, but 
conforms to the church teachings about 
manners and dress,. If she has been liv
ing in sin, that is because of the unset
tled war conditions; she is about to be 
married in the church. Opposed to her 
is the mistress of the Communist Man
fredi and ultimately his betrayer, 
through a German spy, Ingrid. The lat
ter, a sinister figure, resembles in heT 
features and action the cruel females of 
Beardsley and the literature of the 
1890's, the vampire or Salome of that 
period. She is a Lesbian and a hater of 
men. Her political role issues from a 
psychological deformity. The reward for 
her service is not money or love, but 
morphine. Similarly, her Gestapo chief 
is a homosexual animated by a cold van
ity and sadism .. The struggle between 
this German agent and Manfredi is pic
tured as one of racial psychologies; the 
Gestapo man says: If Manfredi will hold 
out under torture, then there is no dif
ference between the blood of a master
race and of a slave-race,-which is impos
sible. Manfredi's death is therefore a 
sign of Italian superiority. It is also a 
victory of the normal human being over 
the sexually perverted and loathsome. 
The characterizations of the antagonists 
are not of representatives of classes as in 
the older Communist films, but .of na-
tional types as moral opposites. Even the 
two figures from the German camp who 
are not Nazis are inferior to the Italians: 
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the Austrian deserter, unable to face the 
expected tort~re, which Manfredi en
dures, hangs himself; and the Germ;:tn. 
captain, who alone dares to critidze the 
Nazi aspirations and brutality as a hope. 
less failure, turns up at the end to finish 
the priest when the Italian firing squad 
ba~k.s in its duty. The polarity: German
Italian, is stronger, more de,cisive, than 
the differences among Italians. 

Farrell's Interpretation Reiected 
A last point-the character of Man

fredi as a leader. Unlike the priest, he 
enters into no intimate relations witlt 
the people; nowhere in the film does he 
make decisions for them or do they learn 
from him or respond to hi:m politically. 
An Italian friend observes that in the 
period with which the film deals, under 
the Badoglio regime, there were no im
portant Stalinist leaders in Rome, only 
agents and minor party functionaries. 
Togliatti was still in Mosj:ow. To pit;:
ture Communism as a principle of per
sonal leadership in this situation would 
have been impossible. 

Leadership of a kind there is in the 
film. Certain individuals stand, out by 
their greater courage and initiative, as 
they do in reality; alldthere is also the 
obvious dramatic device of isolating and 
focussing on individuals as representa
tives of various groups. But we will 
scarcely conclude from this that the aim 
or effect of the film is ·to establish "the 
leadership princ::iple." The fact that in 
answer to Pin a's discouragement after a 
domestic brawl, her lover points to'Man
fredi as the man with the key to the fu
ture, indicates the prestige of the Com
munists . and the low level of political 
awareness among the Italian people at 
that moment; it hardly warrants Far
rell's interpretation. 

Manfredi is more clearly, however, an 
example of the readiness of the CP to co
operate with -reactionary groups in a 
common front. He quickly approves 
Pina's desire for a church wedding by a 
Partisan priest; and his own death is the 
result of his loyalty to Badoglio's gen
erals, whose names he will not divulge 
to the Germans. The whole tragic story, 
the fate of Pina and Pietro, grows out of 
Manfredi's role of liaison with the Mili
tary Junta. The party line of collabora
tion with the' church and ultimately 
with the Christian Democrats, we have 
seen, is well expressed in the triple mar
tyrdom. This line entails the acceptance 
of the Catholic schools and the masking 
and reshaping of the familiar face of the 
Catholic ally. The church becomes for 
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story unfolds in such a way as to suggest 
that Mildred is the murderess. This 
change of plot and emphasis; obviously 
helps the studio sneak the film past the 
Code. >lie All that is promising in the open
ing of the book is sacrified. Even less 
than in the novel is the mother-daughter 
relationship motivated. Veda is turned 
into an outright and human I y impossible 
movie villainess. The consequences of 
the Hollywood alterations of this already 
Holl ywoodized . realism are such that the 
film becomes stupid and senseless. 

The same comment could be made of 
a previous film based on a Cain novel
Double Indemnity. The demands and 
restrictions of the Production Code' are 
such that this is one of the most likely 
types of realism, of sophistication which 
can be introduced into films. Such real
ism, such sophistication is usually fur
ther enhanced and made vivid by the 
familiar and glamorous background of 
sin in our time. There is a suggestion of 
the "sins" of the glamor boys and girls 
of the newspaper columns in such films. 
The "sinfulness" of the characters is 
made thrilling in scenes' of nightclubs or 
road houses, and it is also laid against a 

-The rigorous prescriptions or the Produc
tion Code are such that motion picture sce
narists are again and again face1 with the 
problem of "licking" a picj:.ure. This means 
to contrive some means of saving something 
ot a story and, at the same time, recontrlve 
it in such· a way as to make the film permls~ 
sible under the terms prescribed in the Code. 
To my knowledge, no one has attempted to 
observe and study the conseqUflnces, moral 
and artistic, or this practice. The need to 
get by the Code conditions or can condition 
the picture-maker ,to think in terms ot am
biguities. It imposes false problems on the 
writer. In time, it will undoubtedly contrib-

background of furnishings and decora
tions such as one might see in the adver
tisements of The New Yorker. The 
magic of the movies, the capitalization 
on glamor, the skillfulness of producers, 
directors and scenarists are thus ail put 
into the creation of a pseudo-realism. At 
the same time the demands of the stern 
Mosaic Code 9f the Hays Office (really 
the Johnston Office) are met: the sinners 
die. Murder and adultery are punished. 
The thrills of adultery in the most mod
ernistic setting are then compensated for. 
The Vedas of this realism die in the end. 

If this new movietone realism con
tinues it will most likely have the effect 
of further debauching popular taste in 
America. One of the major virtues of 
serious realism is that it describes the 
pitiless force of circumstance and the 
equally pitiless drive of human emotions 
which often play so central' a role in 
causing the tragic destruction of human 
beings. But in this pseudo-reali~tic ~ype 
of novel and movie the pitiless force of 
circumstance and of human impulse is 
turned into the fortuitousness of auto
mobile accidents and the like and into a 
melodramatically simplified conception 

ute greatly toward helping create cynIca.l 
and dishonest attitUdes toward material. This 
cynicism will threaten to infect the audience 
as well as the picture~makers. For the audi
ence' will perceive the sexual meanings be
hind many contrived ambiguities of inven~ 
tion and will draw' proper conclusions. 1 
would hazard the guess that the problem of 
"licking" the Code which is so constantly 
imposed on writers is one of the significant . 
causative factors in inducing the artistic de~ 
cay of so many writers who work in HoUy
wood for a long period of time. In order to 
suggest the dangers inVOlved here we might 
refer to Freud. In The Paycholpathology of 
Everyday Life. Freud revealed and exposed 

of good girls and bad girls. Furthermore, 
the tendency in such films can be that of 
sneaking just a few added thr~lls of adul
tery into the plot. If this happens, then 
the censors will howl anew. The Holl y
wood movietone realists will, under such 
circumstances, crawl back into the usual 
motion picture defense of virtue. They 
will, then, be in a position to claim that 
they tried realism, tried to produce seri
ous art and were thwarted by powerful 
forces which are beyond their control. 
This will undoubtedly make it likely 
that serious realism will be open to 
fresh attacks. With these fresh attacks it 
will have to carry along the burden of 
defending and of being held responsible 
for this movietone realism. Herein, it 
seems to me, is one of the significant as
pects of this new movietone realism, one 
which must be watched and analyzed. 
Far from being any serious step in the 
right direction, it is mere! y one of the 
new and rapidly developing "art" forms 
of our contemporary and commercial
ized culture. 

JAMES T. FARRELL. 

(Copyright December 1946 by 
Jannes T. Farrell.) 

the psychological structure of forgetting. He 
discovered that in an instance of significant 
forgetting, a process of thought had been be
gun and then left incompleted just prior to 
the act of forgetting. This incompleted pro~ 
cess of thought is intimately involved in the 
act of forgetting and is bound up with the 
repression which underlies the same act or 
forgetting. Cons(der the significance of ;this 
discovery in terms of the scenarist who ts 
constantly required to sneak something by 
the Code, and to recontrive something else so 
as to ma;ke it acceptable to the Code adminis
trators. There must be involved here an end
less series of little repressions, repressions of 
the kind which sap the artist. 

A Note on uThe Open City" 
In his article on The Open 

City in the August number of THE NEW 
INTERNATIONAL, James Farrell has tried 
to show that the essential content of this 
film is the new conception of the Leader 
in the Stalinist party; "it establishes the 
leadership principle" and by various 
subtle devices inspires the audience to 
"trust and follow the leader." More than' 
once Farrell insists that the film nei ther 
coritains nor implies a politic3.l progr?m; 
the political void is filled by the image 
of the Leader, the Stalinist functionary 
or agent. 

This conclusion, which is built on a 

Some Comments on Farrell's Review 

detailed analysis of the story, does not 
seem to me to represent correctly the po
litical content of the film, or to corre
spond to Italian conditions, at least as 
we know them through the press. It is 
true that the classical action of a Marx
Ist party,-leadership in class struggles, 
the awakening of revolutionary con
sciousness in the workers-is not evoked 
here. We should be surprised indee,d if 
this were the theme of an Italian film in 
1945. But it is no less evident that The 
Open City does convey a political line, 
a line which is fateful for the EurC?pean 
future and should be recognized for 
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what it is, wherever it appears. It was 
the Stalinist, Resistance line for Italy 
during the crucial period of the "Liber
ation" and has its para.Ilels in other 
countries. The Open City, to describe 
it briefly, is an exemplary account of the 
collaboration of the Communist Party, 
th~ Italian people and the Catholic 
Church against the national enemy: 
Nazi Germany. Italian fascism is al
most wholly ignored. There are three 
martyrs to the common cause, each rep
resenting one of th~se active elements: 
the working class woman, Pina, who ini
tiates the bread riot spontaneously, with-
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the moment the friend of the poor and 
helper of all "who fight for justice and 
liberty," to quote the words of the priest, 
who gives his blessing to the martyred 
Communist. The Vatican Concordat 
Mussolini, its support of Fascism and 
Franco, are shamefully forgotten. 

I have assumed up to this point that 
The Open City is a Stalinist work; but I 
am not sure that this is correct. In Italy 
and France, during the war, the Resist
ance movements included many non
Stalinists who respected the CP as a pow
erful militant apparatus and the Catho
lic Church as a noble ally; the lower 
clergy more than once saved the lives of 
underground fighters. The ideas of the 
Popular Front eame to life again spon
taneously, in a patriotic form, among 
the middle class, even where the Stalin
ists were weak. It is conceivable that The 
Open City is the product of such anti
Fascist artists in the Resistance; they 
were politically naive carriers of Stalin
iSL notions and tendencies who some
times came to these less through direct 
instruction than through their social 
role and their relationship to the events 

in their reaction against Fascism. In 
their experience the Communists were 
neither proletarian revolutionists nor 
agents of Stalin, but courageous fighters 
against the common Nazi enemy. There 
were many who sincerely believed that 
the unity of the Resistance would be 
maintained after the war, even if under 
CP leadership. In the film the prepon
derance of Pina and the priest, humanly, 
dramatically and artistically, is such that 
I supposed at first that the whole was the 
work of men nearer to the people and 
the priest, somewhat in Silone's sense, 
than to Stalinism, although certain 
touches suggested a Stalinist hand. And 
this, indeed, is the impression one gets 
from reading the reviews in Italian and 
American magazines. They stress the 
tragic quality of the film and the veraci
ty of the image of Rome and its people 
among whom Pina and the priest stand 
out above all. They make it difficult to 
accept Farrell's idea that the deliberate 
aim (and effect) of the film is to insinu
ate emotionally the principle of totali
tarian leadership. It is incredible that an 
organization directly under Communist 

control, aiming to convey this prlnciple, 
could have produced such a film, which 
is not only incomparably better than the 
recent Russian films and the Italian 
Fascist ones, but is free from the styliza
tions and absurd automatisms inevitable 
in party propaganda. It would be inter
esting to know just who is behind this 
effort. It' is no isolated work; other 
groups, perhaps including Communists, 
have been formed in Italy to create simi
lar realistic films of the Resistance and 
the "Liberation," using unprofessional 
actors, as in the great Soviet films of 
twenty years ago. In any case, whether 
The Open City was produced by Stalin
ists as party propaganda or by an inde
pendent artistic group, with various po
litical tendencies, united in a common 
front, its essential message of the soli
darity of the Communists and the 
church, both idealized through heroic 
individuals, is politically more signifi
cant than one would discover from Far
rell's article, which makes the new cult 
of the leader the central meaning of the 
film. 

MEYER SCHAPIRO. 

The Nature of the Russian Economy 
(In Analysis of Russian Economy,l which 

was made after an exhaustive 8tudy of 
all available data on the dynamics of the 
Five Year Plans. it was shown that the 
law of value dominated the Russian econ
omy. This law expressed itself in two ways: 
(1) The production of means of production: 
outdistances the production of means of 
consumption. (2) The misery of the workers 
increases, along with the increase in capital 
accumulation. Noone has challenged this 
study based on official Russian documents, 
which, however, did not draw the inescap
able conclusions. It is necessary, therefore, 
to draw fully and explicitly the conclusions 
implicit in the statistical analysis, whick 
this author has alwaY8 considered as Part I 
of her study of the Nature of the Russian 
Economy.-F. F. 

Introductory-UA Single 
Capitalist Society" 

The profound simplicity of Marx's method 
of analysis of capitalist society revealed 
that, given the domination of the law of 
value, which is a law of the world market. 
a given society would remain capitalist 
even if one or all of several conditions pre
vailed: (1) the exchange between the sub-

1 Published in The New International, 
Dec. 1942, Jan. and Feb. 1943. This series wUl 
hereafter be referred to as Pltrt I. 

A Contribution on the Discussion on Russia 

divisions of the department producing 
means of production were effected directly,2 
that is, without going through the market; 
(2) the relationships between the depart
ment producing means of production and 
the one producing means of consumption 
were planned so that no ordinary commer
cial crises arose; and', finally, (3) even if 
the law of centralization of capital would 
reach its extreme limit and all capital were 
concentrated in the hands of "a single 
capitalist or ... a single capitalist society."3 

Precisely because Marx analyzed a pure 
.capitalist society which has never histor
ically existed, his analysis holds true for 
every capitalist society, but only for cap
italist society. What Marx was primarily 
concerned with was not the abstraction, "a 
single capitalist society." His' concern was 
with the fact that this extreme development 
would in no way change the law of motion 

2 Cf. Karl Marx: TheorleB of SurpluB Value, 
(Vol. II, Part II, p. 170, Russian ed.). The 
debates on this question within the MarxIst 
movement are dealt with by this author in 
her Luxemburg'a Theory of Accumulation in 
the N. I., April and May 1946. 

3 "In a given society. this Umit [extreme 
centralisation} would be reached if all social 
capital were concentrated into the same 
hands whether those of an individual cap
italist or those of a single capitalist society." 
-Karl Marx: Capital. Vol. I, p. 692, Eden and 
Cedar Paul translation; in the Kerr edition 
this appears on p. 688. 
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of that society. He made this abstraction 
a point of analysis because by it the limita
tions of any individual capitalist society 
could be seen more clearly. The only basic 
distinction from the traditional capitalist 
society would be in the method of appro
priation, not in the method or laws of 
production. 

RUSSIAN STATE CAPITALISM: A 
GIVEN SINGLE CAPITALIST SOCIETY 

I. The Mode of Appropriatioat 
Since under the specific Russian state 

capitalism legal title to the means of pro
duction as well as the competitive market 
for such means have been abolished. how is 
appropriation achieved? 

Inasmuch as private property in the 
means of production has been abolished in 
Russia, it is a deviation from the juridical 
concept to permit accumulation within any 
enterprise since the state aims to increase 
only "national capital." Nevertheless, with 
the establishment of "ruble control," enter
prises were permitted to accumulate in
ternally. In fact, incentives towards that in
terest in capital accun:lUlation were created 
through the establishment of the Director's 
Fund. In 1940 internal accumulation com
prised 32.5 per cent of capital investment 14 

4 Ct. Part I, N. I., Jan. 1943. 
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Because these agents of state capital do 
not have title to this accumulated capital 
however, is production thereby governed b; 
a different motive force? 

1. Planning ys. the Average 
Rate of Profit 

The Stalinists, in denying that Russia is 
a capitalist society, insist that the best 
proof of that is that Russia is not subject 
to "the law of capitalism: the average rate 
of profit." 5 

"The law of capitalism" is not the 
average rate of profit, but the decline in 
the rate of profit. The average rate of 
profit is only the manner in which the sur .. 
plus value extracted from the workers is 
divided among the capitalists.6 It is im
possible to jump from that fact to the 
conclusion that "therefore" Russia is not a 
capitalist country. It is for this reason that 
the Stalinist apologists, with great delibera
tion, perverted "the law of capitalism" from 
the decline in tbe rate of profit to the 
achievement of an average rate of profit. 
With this revision of Marxism as their 
theoretic foundation, they proceeded to cite 
"proof" of Russia's being a non-capitalist 
land: Capital does not migrate where it is 
most profitable, but where the state directs 
it. Thus, they conclude Russia was able to 
build up heavy industry, though the greatest 
profits were obtained from light industry. 
In other words, what the United States has 
achieved through the migration of capital 
to the most profitable enterprises Russia 
has achieved through planning. 

Profit, moreover, does not at all have the 
same meaning in Russia as it does in clas
sical capitalism. The light industries show 
greater profit not because of the greater 
productivity of labor, but because of the 
state-imposed turn-over tax which gives an 
entirely fictitious "profit" to that industry. 
In reality, it is merely the medium through 
which the state, not the industry, siphons 
off anything "extra" it gave the worker by 
means of wages. It could not do the same 
things through the channel of heavy indus
try because the workers do not eat its 
products. That is why this "profit" attracts 
neither capital nor the individual agents of 
capital. That is the nub of the question. 

Precisely because the words, profit and 
loss, have assumed a different meaning, the 
individual agents of capital do not go to 
the most "profitable" enterprises, even as 
capital itself does not. For the 'Very same 
reason that the opposite was characteristic 
of classic capitalism: The individual agent's 
share of surplus value is greater in heavy 
industry. The salary of the director of a 

5 Cf. "Teaching of Economics in the Soviet 
Union" American Economic Review, Sept. 
1944, p. 526). 

6 lOA single capitalist, as is well known, 
receives in the form of profit, not that part 
of the surplus value which is directly created 
by the workers of his own experience, but a 
share of the combined surplus value created 
through the country proportionate to the 
amount of his own capital. Under an integral 
'state capitalism', this law' of the eq'\.lal rate 
of profit would be realized, not by devious 
routes-that is, competition among different 
capitals - but immediately and directly 
through state bookkeeping." - L. Trotsky: 
Revolution Betrayed. 
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billion dollar trust depends, not on whether 
the trust shows a profit or not, but basically 
upon the magnitUde of the capital that he 
manages. 

State capitalism brings about a. change 
in the mode of appropriation, as has oc
curred so often in the life span of cap
italism, through its competitive, monopoly 
and state-monopoly stages. The individual 
agent of capital has at no time realiz~d 
directly the surplus value extracted in his 
particular factory. He has participated in 
the distribution of national surplus value, 
to the extent that his in1ividual capital was 
able to exert pressure on this aggregate 
capital. This pressure in Russia is exerted, 
not through competition, but state plan
ning. But this struggle or agreement among 
capitalists, or agents of the state, if you 
;will, is of no concern to th~ proletariat 
whose sweat and blood has been congealed 
into this national surplus value.7 What is 
of concern to him is his relationship to the 
one who performs the "function" of boss. 

2. Private Property and the 
Agents of Capital 

It is neither titles to property nor motives 
of individuals that distinguishes different 
exploitive economIc orders, but their meth
od of production, \or manner of e~tract
ing surplus labor. If it was the legal title 
to property that were basic, the Stalinists 
would be right in assuming, "Since there is 
no private property in Russia, there is no 
exploitation of man by man." 

Behind the imposing fac;ade of the "social
ist economy," however, stands the "classless 
intelligentsia." 8 The specific weight of the 
upper crust of this ruling class, as we saw 
in Part I, comprises a mere 2.05 per cent 
of the total population I 

The individuals who act as agents of the 
state and its industry are, d course, theo
retically free to refuse to participate in the 
process of accumulation, just as a capitalist 
in the United States is free to sign away 
to the workers in his factory his legal title 
to the means of production. In the United 
States he would retire to Catalina Island, 
or, at worst, be sent to an insane asylum. 
In Russia he would be "liquidated." But he 
does not refuse. He acts exactly as the 
agent of capital that he is, as agent of the 
dead labor alienated from the worker and 
oppressing him. The class difference be
tween the two, which the Russians euphe
mistically call "functional", -is expressed 
outwardly, too, in no different manner than 
under traditional capitalism, where the one 
lives in luxury and the other in misery. 
It is true that in Russia the agent of capital 
does not "own" the factory. But personal 
property is recognized in the unlimited right 

7 "It is immaterial to the laborer, whether 
the capitalist pockets the whole profit, or 
whether he has to pay over a part of it to 
some other person, who has a legal claim 
to it. The reason for dividing the profit 
among two kinds of capitalists thus turns 
surreptitiously into reasons for the existence 
of surplus value to be divided, which the 
capital as such draws out of the process of 
reproduction, quite apart from any subse~ 
quent dIvision." - Marx: Capital, Vol. III, 
p. 448. 

8 Cf. Part 1, New International, Feb. 1943. 
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to purchase interest-bearing bonds, sumptu
ous homes, datchas, and personal effects. 
State bonds, no matter how large the 
amount, are not subject to inheritance or 
gift tax. All forms of personal property 
can be left to direct descendants. Institu
tions of higher learning, the tuition fees of 
which make them inaccessible to the pro~ 
letariat, welcome the children of these 
property-less factory directors, and this 
assures their offspring of good positions 
as befits the sons and daughters of the 
ruling class. This, however, is entirely inci
dental to the relationship in the factory. 

It is not the caprice of bureaucracy nor 
the "will" of the individual capitalist in 
competitive capitalism that sets the wages 
of the workers. It is the law of value which 
dominates both. 

The law of value, i.e .• the law of motion, 
of the Russian economy has led to the 
polarization of wealth, to the high organic 
composition of capital, to the accumulation 
of misery at one pole and the accumulation 
of capital at the other. This is a given single 
capitalist society, an economy governed by 
the laws of world capitalism, originating in 
the separation of the laborer from control 
over the means of production. 

But how could that arise when not only 
private property was abolished, but the 
capitalists were expropriated? 

II. THE COUNTER·REVOLUTION 
(Emphasis 1935·1937) 

Given, on the one hand, the environment 
of the world market, and. on the other 
hand, the failure of the advanced proletariat 
of Europe to make its revolution and thus 
come to the aid of the Russian. proletariat, 
it was inevitable that the transitional stage 
between capitalism and socialism perish, 
and the law of value reassert its dominance. 
It is necessary, Lenin warned the last party 
congress at which he appeared, to examine 
squarely "tp.e Russian and internatio~al 
market, to which we are subordinated, WIth 
which we are connected and from which we 
cannot escape." 

The counter-revolution did not make a 
"formal" appearance, with arms in hand. 
and therefore it was hard to recognize it. 
Along with the bureaucratization of the 
apparatus and loss of political control over 
the state by the proletariat, the relations of 
production were undergoing a transforma
tion. It was, in fact, the changing relations 
of production which laid the basis for the 
~ventual consolidation of the bureaucracy 
as a class. 

The initial changes in the r.elations of 
production appeared imperceptibly. The 
labor inspector failed to defend the workers' 
interests because, with the adoption of the 
First Five Year Plan, all enterprises be
came state enterprises and automatically 
were labeled "socialist." The leaders of the 
trade unions who displaced, first the Left 
Oppositionists, and then the Tomsky lead
ership, were all too ready to speak out 
against any "right wing unionistic tenden
cies" of those who put their welfare above 
those of the "socialist" economy. When. in 
1931, the state told the worker he could not 
change his job without permission of the 
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director of the plant in which he worked, 
the trade unions had to acquiesce. When 
the worker's ration card and his right to 
living space were placed in 1932 in the 
hands of the factory director, the trade 
unions hailed the step as a necessity for 
establishing "labor discipline." The Workers 
Production Conferences, established by the 
early workers state so that every worker 
"to a man" might participate in the man
agement of the economy, seldom convened. 
In 1934 the trade unions were made part 
of the administrative machinery of the 
.state. 

But the final divorce of labor from con
trol over the means of production could 
not be achieved merely by legal enactment, 
any more than the constitutional dictum 
that the means of production belonged to' 
the "whole nation" could give the workers 
automatic control over . them. Stalin saw 
early that the dual nature of the economy 
violently shook his rule, now to one ex
treme, now to the other. In his address to 
the directors of industry, he issued the 
slogan: "Let there be an end to depersonali
zation." This, translated in industrial terms, 
read, "Better pay for better work." "Better 
pay for better work" needed a foundation, 
a piecework system that could gain momen
tum only with such a momentum as Stak
hanovism, which arose in 1935.9 

1. Stakhaftovism and the 
Stalinist Constitution 

The high organic composition of capital 
in advanced capitalist countries, which 
makes necessary a comparable technical 
composition in any single society, demands 
sacrifice in the sphere of the production of 
articles of mass consumption. That the re
sulting distribution of the scarce means of 
consumption is at the expense of the pro
letariat as a whole is only the "natural" 
result of value production. This, in turn, 
engenders a certain relationship which gives 
the impulse to the capitalistic movement of 
the economy. The "underconsumption" of 
the workers in a capitalist society is not 
merely a moral question. It is of the essence 
of Marxism, that once the workers are in 
that situation, the relationship of constant 
to variable capital moves in a certain direc
tion. This is the hardest point for the petty 
bourgeois to understand. 

The piecework system was declared by 
Marx to be best suited to the capitalist 
mode of production. The Stakhanovite piece
work system was best suited to the mode 
of production prevalent in Russia. These 
record-breakers-for-a-day soon entered the 
factory-not through the back door, but 
through the front office--because they them
selves occupied that front office. The poli
tician bureaucrat found an "heir apparent" 
in this "production intelligentsia." Both 
groups soon fused to comprise the new 
"classless intelligentsia." 

Stakhanovism made possible the develop
ment of a labor aristocracy. But not merely 
that. A labor aristocracy meant a better 
prop for the ruling clique. But not merely 

9 Cf. Part I (section on "Ending Deper
sonalization and Creating Stakhanovism"). 
N. I.t Feb. 1943, pp. 53-54. 

that either. No, as master over the pro
duction process, with Stakhanovism as a 
base and nourishing soil for "heirs" to 
bureaucrats, the bureaucracy began to feel 
the stability of a class. Feeling the stability 
of a class and having a source of reinforce
ment from the managers of industry, the 
bureaucracy mpved headlong toward the 
juridical liquidation of the dictatorship of 
the proletariat. To legitimize the counter
revolution against October, the new class 
needed a new constitution. 

The Stalinist Constitution of 1936 recog
nized the intelligentsia as a special "group," 
distinct from workers and peasants. With 
this juridical acknowledgment of 'the exist
ence of a new ruling class went the guar
antee of the protection of state property 
form "thieves and misappropriators." 

Moreover, the Constitution raised into a 
principle the Russian manner of payment of 
labor. The new slogan read: "From each 
according to his abilities, to each 'according 
to his labor." This seemingly senseless 
slogan is in reality only a method of ex
pressing the valid capitalist law of pay
ment of labor according to value. To guar
antee the free functioning of this truly 
economic law, it became necessary to exter
minate the remnants of the rule of October, 
even if it were only in the memory of some 
men. 

2. The Moscow Trials 
The Moscow Trials of 1937 were the 

culminating point to the counter-revolution 
that we saw developing early in the changed 
relations of production. A hangman's noose, 
rather than arms in hand, sufficed because 
only one of the parts to this conflict was 
armed. The October Revolution was exter
minated and the proletarian state over
thrown not only by the execution of the 
Old Bolsheviks who led it, but by clearing 
a place in the process of production for the 
new class. That place could have been 
cleared for that "classless intelligentsia" 
only when there existed such a class only 
where the method of production called it 
forth. 

The Russian worker knows that the job of 
factory director is not, as the Russians put 
it euphemistically enough, merely "func
tional." The factory director behaves like a 
boss because he is a boss. The state bears no 
more resemblance to a workers' state than 
the president of the U. 'So Steel Corp. does 
to a steel worker just because they are both 
"employees" of the same plant. The Coun
ter-Revolution has triumphed. 

Yet it was not the laws that caused the 
triumph of the counter-revolution. The ac
cumulation of these laws only bears witness 
to the accumulation of changes in the role 
of labor in the Soviet state and in the proc
ess of production. 

The Counter-Revolution is not the child, 
not even an illegitimate one, of "Bolshe
visim." The Counter-Revolution is the legiti
mate offspring of the "new" mode of produc
tion, out of Stalinism and fired by the im
perialist world economy. It is this method 
of production, and not the legal enactments, 
that needs, above all, to be investigated. In 
this investigation we will find that, as in 
any capitalist economy, the two major con
tending forces are capital and labor. 
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III. LABOR 
"The economic laws of such a regime 
(state capitalism) would present no 
mysteries."-Leon Trotsky,lO 

The inner essence of the Marxian theory 
of value, and hence of surplus value, is that 
labor power is a commodity bought at value. 

Up until 1943, the Soviet theorists had 
denied that the law of value, the dominant 
law of capitalist production, functioned in 
Russia where socialism had been "irrevoc~ 
ably established." In 1943, however, a start
ling reversal of this position was published 
in the leading theoretical journal of that 
country, Pod Znamenem Marxizma. l1 The 
authors of this article state that the teach
ing of political economy is being resumed 
after a lapse of several years, and offer the 
teachers rules to follow in their "teaching" 
of political economy. Even a superficial 
glance at the article reveals, however, that 
it is not the teaching that is being reversed, 
but the political economy taught. 

The Stalinist ideologists affirm that the 
denial of the operation of a law of value in 
Russia has "created insurmountable difficul
ties in explaining the existence of such cate
gories [as money, wages, etc.] under social
ism." Now the admission that the law of 
value operates must bring with it the fur
ther admission that the law of surplus value 
operates. Like all apologists for ruling 
classes, this admission they refuse to make. 
This then, is their dilemma, which does not 
concern us here.12 What does concern us 
here is the admission that the law of value 
does in fact function in Russia, and that 
money is therefore the "price expression of 
value." 

1. ValDJe and Price 
As in all capitalist lands, so in Russia, 

money is the means through which prices 
and wages are equated in the supply and de
mand for consumption goods, that is to say, 
the value of the worker is equal to the so
cially-necessary labor time that is incorpo
rated in the means of subsistence necessary 
for his existence and the reproduction of his 
kind. So long as the production of means of 
consumption is only sufficient to sustain the 
masses, prices will irresistibly break 
through legal restrictions until the sum of 
all prices of consumption goods and the sum 
of wage payments are equal. Price-fixing in 
Russia established neither stabilization in 
prices of goods nor of wages. The abolition 
of rationing in 1935 brought about so great 
an increase in prices that the worker who 
had eked out an existence under the very 
low rationed prices, could not exist at all 
under the "singl.e uniform prices." The state 
was therefore compelled to grant general 

10 Revolution Betrayed, p. 245. 
11 Under the Banner of Marxism, No. 7-8, 

1943. Russian. For English translation see 
"Teaching of Economics in the Soviet Union" 
in the A.merican Economic Review, Sept. 1944. 

12 For an analysis of how they attempt 
to solve their dilemma, see commentary of 
Raya Dunayevskaya to the above article, 
published in same issue of A. E. R., under 
title, "A New Revision of Marxian Econom
ics." The attacks upon this from the Stalinist 
apologists in this country were published by 
that journal in the following three issues, and 
Dunayevskaya's rejoinder, "Revision or Re
affirmation of Marxism," appeared in the Sept. 
1945 issue. 
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increases in wages, so that by the end 01 the 
Second Five-Year Plan wages were 96 per 
cent above that planned. 

The erroneous concept that because prices 
are "fixed by the state, they are fixed "not 
according to the law of value, but according 
to government decision on 'planned produc
tion' "13 fails to take into consideration the 
economic law that dominates prices. Even 
a casual examination of any schedule of 
prices in Russia will show that, giving con
sideration to deviations resultillg from the 
enormous tax burdens on consumers goods, 
prices are not fixed capriciously and certain
ly not according to use-values, but exhibit 
the same differentials that prevail in "rec
ognizably" capitalist countties, i.e, prices 
are determined by the law of value.14 

2. Labor: "Free" and Forced 
Time is of the essence of things in a so

ciety whose unit of measurement is socially
necessary labor time, whose mode of exist
ence is enveloped in technological revolu
tion, and whose appetite for congealed sur
plus labor is from its very nature insatiable. 
T~.e machine age has therefore passed this 
msdom on to its trustees, the bourgeoisie: 
Use "free labor" if you wish the wheels of 
your production to turn speedily. 

As if to prove that they are not "really" 
capitalists, the Russian rulers ignored this 
elementary wisdom and attempted to turn 
wage slaves into outright slaves through 
legislative enactment. At the lowest point of 
production in 1932 when the whole regime 
was tottering and labor was turbulently 
restless, a law was enacted which trans
ferred the· workers ration. card into the 
hands of the factory director who had the 
right both to fire the worker and evict him 
from his home for even a single day's ab
sence. This statute failed to fulfill the de
sired end. Labor would not come to indus
try and when it did come, it left soon, after 
producing as little as possible. Since indus
try needed labor the factory director "for
got" to fire the worker for absence and 
slowups in production. By 1933 the crisis in 
agriculture and consequent unemployment 
and actual famine caused such an inflow of 
labor to the city as to permit the managers 
of industry to discipline labor through "nat
ural" bourgeois methods. What the reserve 
army of labor accomplished in 1933, the 
speed-up and piecework system of Stakhan
ovism accomplished in 1935. 

These "natural" methods brought about 
natural results: the class struggle. The 
simmering revolt among tl1e workers, which 
was ruthlessly crushed during the staging 
of the Moscow Trials, only produced further 
chaos in production and a mass exodus of 
the workers from the city. In 1938 the state 
grew desperate. The 1932 law was revived 
and "improved upon." This still proved 

13 Cf. Kent in the New International, Oct. 
1941. 

14 ThIs has finally been admitted by the 
Stallnists. In the above cited thesIs, they 
wrIte: "Cost accounting, whIch Is based on 
the conscious use of the law of value, is an 
indispensable method for the human man
agement of the economy under socialism. 
Value of the commodities in a socialist (sIC!) 
socIety Is determined not by the units ot 
labor expanded In its production, but upon 
the quantity of labor socially necessary for 
its production and reproduction." 
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fruitless. In 1940 came the creation of the 
State Labor Reserves, and with it came the 
institution of "corrective labor": workers 
disobeying the laws were made to work six 
months with 25 per cent reduction in pay-. 

Because the state is in their power, the 
rulers think that it is within their power to 
coerce labor by non-economic means to obey 
the needs of value production. Statification 
of production has resulted in restricting the 
free movement of workers. It has not 
achieved the increase in labor productivity 
required by constantly expanding produc
tion. 

There is this constant pull and tug be
tween the needs of production for highly 
productive labor which means "free" labor, 
and the resort to legislative enactment to 
bring this about in hot-house fashion. On 
the one hand, several million workers end 
up in prison camps as forced laborers. On 
the other hand, many are released back to 
join the ,"free" labor army. The phenomenon 
of "corrective labor" is the result of a com
promise between the resort to prison labor, 
and the need to get some sort of continuous 
production right within the factory. 

Labor, too, has shown ingenuity. Where 
it cannot openly revolt, it either "disap
pears," or so slows up production that in 
1938 production was lower than in 1935! 
There have been periods when the rate of 
increase has been at a practical standstill, 
and all the while labor turnover continues 
to be very high.1S So widespread were the 
labor offenses during the war that the state 
has found that it must disregard its own 
laws if it wishes to have sufficient labor to 
begin to put the Fourth Five~ Year Plan in 
effect. It has therefore declared a general 
amnesty for all labo:t offenders. 

Thus while the state has found that it 
cannot by legal enactment transform wage 
slaves into outright slaves, the worker bas 
found that he has the same type16 of "free
dom" he has on the capitalist competitive 
market: that is, he mU8t sell his labor power 
if he wishes to get his means of subsistence. 

3. Unemployment and the 
Growing Misery of the Workers 

Just as labor power being paid at value is 
the supreme essence of the law of value, so 
the reserve army of labor is the supreme 
essence of the law of the preponderance of 
constant over variable capital. The greater 
expansion of production, it is true, has 
meant the absolute increase in the laboring 
army, but that in nowise changes the fact 
that the law governing the attraction and 
repulsion of labor to capital is that of the 
decrease of living labor as compared to con
stant capital. It is for this rea.son that 
Marx called the unemployed army "the gen
eral absolute law of capitalist production." 

In Russia unemployment has officially 
been abolished since 1930. In 1933, however, 
it was revealed, as the Russians so delicate
ly put it, that "there are more 'Workers in 
the shops than is necessary according to 
plans." The influx from the famished coun-

IS See Part I (section on "The Workers 
and the Law"), New International, Feb. 1943, 
pp. 52-3. 

·16 The same type of "freedom", Franz Neu
mann shows, existed for the German worker 
in Nazi G~rma.ny. Ct. his Behemoth. 
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. tryside was, in fact, so great that labor 
passports had to be introduced and anyone 
without a passport was not permitted to live 
in the large cities. Stakhanovism in 1935 
and the gory Moscow frame-up trials in 
1937 changed the picture in the opposite di
rection. There was a mass exodus from the 
city to the country. The 1939 census re
vealed that 67.2 per cent of the total popu
lation was rural, and that of the 114.6 mil
lion rural dwellers 78.6 millions were peas
ants. To find so overwhelming a percentage 
of the population in agriculture in the 
United States we would have to go back to a 
period before the American Civil War 1 

Russia is backward, but is it that back
ward? The productivity of labor there is 
very low, but is it that low? Or is it rather 
that the unemployed army hides out in the 
countryside? That the latter is the true sit
uation was revealed by the "Great Leader" 
himself when, in announcing the creation 
of State Labor Reserves, he appealed to the 
kolkhozy for their surplus labor. "The kolk
hozy have the full possibility," said Stalin, 
"to satisfy our' request inasmuch as abund
ance of mechanization in the kolkhozy frees 
part of the workers in the country •••• " 

It has been impossible for Russia, as it 
has for traditional capitalism, to avoid un .. 
employment over a historic period, because 
this single capitalist society is straining 
every nerve to bring its plants to the level 
of the more advanced productive systems 
and the only way to do this is to use as little 
living labor as possible to produce as much 
value as possible. It is for this reason that 
Russian state capitalism has had to base its 
entire calculation, not on the amount of la
bor time, as in a transitional society, but 
basically on wages, that is to say, upon the 
value of ,the worker. This has been further 
aggravated by the backwardness of the Rus
sian economy so that we meet there the ex .. 
tre condition to which Marx pointed in 
Volume III of Capital.1? In order to obtain 
sufficient surplus value to increase produc .. 
tion, part of the agricultural population re
ceives payment as a family unit.IS 

The conditions of the workers have con .. 
stantly deteriorated. Since the initiation of 
the Five-Year Plan, the real wages of the 
workers, as I hav~ shown in part, have 
declined by half 1 That is not at all acciden
tal. It is the inevitable consequ.ence of the 
law of motion of that economy which had re
sulted in so high an organic composition of 
capital. Accumulation of misery for the 
class that produces its products in the form 
of capital necessarily flows from the ac .. 
cumulation of capital. 

IV. CAPITAL 
Capital, said Marx, is not a thing, but a 

social relation of production established 
through the instrumentality of things. The 
instrumentality which establishes this ex
ploitive relationship is, as is well known, 
the means of production alienated from the 
direct producers, i.e., the proletariat, and 
oppressing them. The capitalist's mastery 
over the worker is only the "mastery of 
dead over living labor." The material mani .. 

17 p. 273. 
IS Earning statistics are "per peasant 

household." Population statistics "per tamlly 
unit" held hide chUd labor. Cf. Part I, New 
Inter.atioRa], Feb. 1943. 
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festation of this greater preponderance of 
cOl\stant over variable capital is the pre
ponderance in the production of means of 
production over means of consumption. In 
capitalist society it cannot be otherwise for 
the use values produced are not for con
sumption by workers or capitalists, but by 
capital, i.e., for productive consumption or 
expanded production. The greater part of 
the surplus value extracted from the work
ers goes back into this expanded production. 

The Russian exploiters are so well aware 
of the fact that surplus value, in the aggre
gate, is uniquely determined by the differ
ence between the value of the product and 
the value of labor power, that the Plan for 
1941 stipulated openly that the workers are 
to get a mere 6.5 per cent rise in wages for 
every 12 per cent rise in labor productivity. 

"This proportion between labor produc
tivity and average wage," brazenly pro
claimed Voznessensky, "furnishes a basis 
for lowering production cost and increasing 
socialist (I) accumulation and constitutes 
the most important condition for the reali
zation of a high rate of extended produc
tion." 19 

1. The Production of Means of Pro
duction at the Expense of the 
Production of Means of Consump
tion. 

The huge differential between labor pro
ductivity and labor pay goes into expanded 
production at a stupendous rate. According 
to Voznessensky, the Chairman of the State 
Planning Commission, 152.6 billion rubles 
were invested in plant and capital equip
ment from 1929 to 1940. Of the entire na
tional income in 1937, 26.4 per cent was ex
panded in capital goods. The plan for 1942 
had called for an estimated 28.8 per cent of 
the national income to be invested in means 
of production. Some idea of the rate at 
which production goes into capital goods in 
Russia may be gained from the fad that in 
the United States, during the prosperous 
decade of 1922-1932, only 9 per cent of the 
nation's income was utilized for expansion 
of means of production. 

At the time the Plans were initiated, the 
production of means of production com
prised 44.3 per cent of total production, and 
production of means of consumption 55.7 
per cent. By the end of the First Plan, this 
was reversed, thus: means of production, 
52.3 per cent; means of consumption, 46.7 
per cent. By the end of the Second Five
Year Plan, the proportions were 57.5 per 
cent to 42.5 per cent. By 1940 it was 61 per 
cent mean~ of production to 39 per cent 
means of consumption. This is true of con
temporary world capitalism. 

The slogan "to catch up and outdistance 
capitalist lands" was the reflection of the 
compelling motive of present world econ
omy: who will rule over the world market? 
Therein lies the secret of the growth of the 
means of production at the expense of 
means of consumption. Therein lies the 
cause for the living standards of the masses 
growing worse despite the "state's desire" 
for what it called "the still better improve
ment of the conditions of the working class." 

19 Cf. "The Growing Prosperity of the 80-
.1et Union," lay N. Voznessensky . 

The fundamental error of those who as
sume that a single capitalist society is not 
governed by the same laws as a society com
posed of individual capitalists lies in a fail
ure to realize that what happens in the 
market is merely the consequences of the 
inherent contradictions in the process of 
production. A single capitalist society does 
not have an illimitable market. The market 
for consumption goods, as we showed, is 
strictly limited to the luxuries of the rulers 
and the necessaries of the workers when 
paid at value. The innermost cause of crisis 
is that labor, in the process of production 
and not in the market, produces a greater 
value than it itself is. 

But wouldn't it be possible to raise the 
standard of living of the workers (not of 
some Stakhanovites, but of the working 
class as a whole) if all capital is concen
trated in the hands of the state? 

What a grand illusion? The moment that 
is done, the cost of production of a com
modity rises above the cost of the surround
ing world market. Then one of two things 
happens: Production ceases because the 
commodity cannot compete with the cheaper 
commodity from a value-producing econ
omy, or, even though the society insulates 
itself temporarily, it will ultimately be de
feated by the more efficient capitalist na
tions in the present form of capitalist com
petition which is total imperialist war. 

Our specific single capitalist society has 
achieved some highly modern factories, and 
a showy subway, but it has not stopped to 
raise the living standards of the masses of 
workers. It cannot. Capital will not allow it. 
Because of this the economy is in constant 
crisis. 

2. Crisesa Russian Brand 
The value of capital in the surrounding 

world is constantly depreciating which 
means that the value of capital inside the 
capitalist society is constantly depreciating. 
It may not depreciate fully on the bureau
crats' books. However, since the real value 
of the product can be no greater than the 
value of the corresponding plant on the 
world market, the moment the Ford tractor 
was put alongside the Stalingrad tractor, 
the state had to reduce the price of its own 
brand. This was the case in 1931 when 
Russia, while importing 90 per cent of the 
world's production of tractors, sold its own 
below cost. 

However, of greater importance-and 
therein lies the essence of Marx's analysis 
of all economic categories as social cate
gories-is the fact that, no matter what 
values may appear on the books, the means 
of production in the process of production 
reveal their true value in their relationship 
to the worker. That is to say, if an obsoles
cent machine was not destroyed but con
tinued to be used in production, the worker 
suffers the more since the overlord of pro
duction still expects him to produce articles 
at the socially-necessary labor time set by 
the world market. 

As long as planning is governed by the 
necessity to pay the laborer the minimum 
necessary for his existence and to extract 
from him the maximum surplus value in or
der to maintain the productive system as 
far as possible within the lawless laws of 
the world market, governed by the law of 
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value, that is how long capitalist relations 
of production exist, no matter what you 
name the social order. It has thus been ab
solutely impossible for Stalin, Inc. to guide 
the productive system without sudden stag
nation and crises due to the constant neces
sity of adjusting the individual components 
of total capital to one another and to the 
world market. He has avoided the ordinary 
type of commercial crises. But, on the other 
hand, when the crises came, they were more 
violent and destrl,1ctive. Such was the case in 
1932. Such was the case in 1937. And one is 
brewing now. 

The Fourth Five-Year Plan is being in~ 
itiated in the midst of a new purge wave, 
at a time when the country has suffered a 
loss of 25 per cent of capital equipment on 
the one hand, and of 25 million homes on 
the other. And, towering above all these 
now that "peace" has arrived, is the need to 
keep up with the latest and greatest discov
ery of atomic energy. All this keeps the Rus
sian economy in a constant state of turmoil. 
Behind this turmoil is the law of value, and 
hence of surplus value, which cause world 
capitalism in decay to writhe. If this law, 
in its essence and in its essential manifesta
tions, is dominant also in Russia, what kind 
of society can it be but capitalist? 

F. FOREST. 

(Part two will appear next month) 
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POLITICS OF THE 

INTERNATIONAL WORKING CLASS 
In our November issue of THE 

NEW INTERNATIONAL we promised our read
ers reports on two significant conventions 
held by sections of the Fourth International 
-the Intellnationalist Communist Party of 
France (PCI), and the Revolutionary Com
munist Party of Great Britain (RCP). Be
low we give the most important details of 
these conventions, both of which mark defi
nite progress away from the repetition of 
sterile, orthodox dogma and progress to
ward ideologic and revolutionary clarity: 

French Trohkybt Convention 
The Third Convention of the Parti Com

muniste Internationaliste, French Section 
of the 4th International, was held from Sep
tember 7th to 11th. Considerable progress 
was manifested since the previous conven
tion in February. A large majority of the 
102 delegates, however, felt that the prog
ress would have been much greater if the 
leadership elected in February had been 
more' capable-organizationally and politi
cally. 

The progress of the PCI since February, 
1946, was considerable in several fields. The 
party increased its membership by between 
"50 and 75 per cent." The increase was by 
no means localized at the center. On the 
contrary, the increase was notable at the 
opposite ends of France. Where groups ex
isted, they grew, e.g., the Bordeaux region 
doubled. Entirely new regions came into be
ing where before there were one or two 
comrades or none at all. From Alsace-Lor
raine to Corsica, from the Italian to the 
Belgian frontier regions there' are now 
groups of the PCI. 

Another big gain was the legalization of 
La Verite in which the pressure of left wing 
groups all over the world, including sections 
of the SP in France and the SWP and WP 
in the U. S., played a part. This was fol
lowed by the enlargement of the paper 
from a tabloid size two-pager into a full 
size four-pager attuned more closely to the 
life and struggles of the masses. 

Of great importance was the role of the 
PCI in the development of the revolutionary 
left wing in· the unions and in the recent 
strike actions. The left wing workers 
grouped around the paper Front Ouvrier 
played an important part in the recent 
teachers' and CGT (labor federation) con
ventions as well as in the printers and 
postal-telegraph-telephone strikes. Not only 
did Front Ouvrier, in which our comrades 
collaborate, increase its strength, but the 
PCI itself made a good name for itself. Par
ticularly in the PTT strike, where a special 
issue of La Verite was put out and well re
ceived. There was a valuable discussion of 
this strike by the delegates. 

The second and third days of the conven
tion were given over to the political report 
and its discussion, in which 80 delegates 
took part. The following two major tenden
cies manifested themselves: 

1) The Frank tendency-heart of the old 
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majority-centered around the old Molinier 
group which fused with the party during 
the war. This group, supported by the Inter
national Secretariat, had one-third of the 
delegates. Its political line reflects the in
fluence of the SWP (Canno~ faction). Its 
position is based on its belief that we are 
in a revolutionary crisis (second wave), and 
therefore calls for what amounts to organs 
of dual power, and·the creation of an extra
parliamentary CP-SP-CGT government. 
"The revolutionary crisis engendered by 
World War II is of a depth and extension 
far superior to that of the years 1917-1923," 
i.e., to that which prod.uced the Russian Oc
tober, a Soviet Hungary and Saxony and 
various Soviet revolts in Germany, Finland, 
Bulgaria, etc., if one believes the Frank res
olution. Not believing that the offensive of 
the bourgeoisie against the Socialist-Com
munist bloc for the May Constitution, with 
its virtual abolition of the reactionary Sen
ate, posed any serious danger of a defeat 
for the working class, the Frank group 
clings to its opposition to the "Yes" stand 
taken by the PCI. However, part of the 
group (Frank) was for a "No" answer and 
most of it for a blank ballot. 

~n The Geoffroy - Demaziere - Craipeau 
group, the former minority, had a slight 
majority at this convention, 52 delegates. 
For them the situation is characterized by a 
reconsolidation of bourgeois rule and a get
ting into motion' of capitalist economy, ac
companied by a series of defeats of the 
working class and a lowered level of class 
consciousness due to the war, the occupa
tion and those defeats (speedy liquidation 
of militia, factory committees and all other 
workers organs since August 1944, transfer 
of the struggle to purely parliamentary 
forms due to the CP and SP leaders, par
liamentary defeats and retreats-Constitu
tion) and a corresponding rebirth of par
liamentary and democratic illusions. The 
economic lift opens up new perspectives of 
labor struggle although necessarily at a 
lower level to start with, due to those de
feats and illusions. The party can playa 
decisive role by applying its economic and 
democratic slogans so as to help set the 
masses in action and to generalize and raise 
the level of such action. 

This group has shifted the CP-SP-CGT 
slogan to "Break the Coalition." It offers 
two reasons. Firstly, because, as a concreti
zation of the idea of "oust the bourgeois 
(MRP) ministers" it no longer has sense 
since the SP and CP no longer have a ma
jority in parliament. Secondly, because con
sidering it as a concretization in immediate 
agitation of the slogan "Workers and peas
ants g.overnment" means posing the prob
lem of extraparliamentary power organs, 
obviously not s'ensible today. They therefore 
replace it in agitation with "Break the coali
tion with the bourgeois ministers" and rele
gate "Workers and peasants government" 
to general propaganda. 

In addition to these two major (Majority 
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and Minority) tendencies, there are other 
small ideological groupjngs within the party 
which oppose the "CP-SP-CGT government'~ 
slogan and have varying estimates of the 
general situation in France today, as well 
as different positions on the basic question 
of Russia, as indicated below. 
Differ on Russian Question 

The Russian resolution of the old Frank 
majority takes the traditional line of de
fense, while declaring th~t the occupied 
countries remain capitalist but at the same 
time says that in the unlikely case "of the 
Soviet occupation continuing for years and 
bringing about a structural assimilation 
(which they say elsewhere is the tendency), 
it would result in a development of the 
productive forces far surpassing all that 
those countries have known during 30 years 
of capitalist evolution." They further say 

. that they oppose the Stalinist methods of 
struggle against the local capita,lists Unot 
because they are inhuman, but because they 
are ineffective." They also attack "Shacht
man and now L., etc.," who, in "isolating" 
Trotsky's prophesy (that the war, won or 
lost, would finish Stalin), show that they 
"didn't understand its meaning." The only 
error was of "rhythm and limit and not of 
analysis," they say, and to say otherwise 
one must "prove that the direction of Rus
sia's evolution has changed." 

The M. group bases its defensism primar
ily on its fear of a capitalist victory open
ing up new areas to exploitation, but con
tinues to call Russia a workers' state. 

The newly formed M.-C. group is defeat
ist and considers Russia a bureaucratic col
lectivist state, but opposes the use of the 
term "imperialist" because they say it leads 
to confusion with capitalist imperialism. 

The Guerin group is defeatist and its res
olution holds that Russia is imperialist but 
not capitalist "in the same sense as the 
others." The resolution takes no stand on 
the problem of State capitalism or Bureau
cratic collectivism. 

The multitude of positions con'Vinced 
everyone that further discussion is neces .. 
sary in the party and it was decided to open 
that discussion after the convention with a 
special conference on the Russian question 
to be held in si~ months. 

• 
The convention of the Revolutionary 

Communist Party of Great Britain did not, 
unfortunately, reveal the same organiza
tional growth and progress as did that of 
the French section of the Fourth Interna
tional. Recognizing the extreme power and 
attractiveness of the Labor Party to the 
masses of English workers, the convention 
resolution dealing with· the political situa
tion in England admitted an overestimation 
in its previous prognosis of a sharp swing 
to the left, based upon a disillusionment 
with the Labor Government, which would 
benefit the RCP. This did not materialize, 
but unfortunately the Convention drew only 
a fatalistic conclusion from it, rej~cting 



overwhelmingly the proposal of the Inter
national Executive Committee that the RCP 
join en masse the British Labor Party. The 
Rep, in sharp contrast with the French 
PCI, seems stagnating and incapable of 
grappling with the realities of English na
tional political life. 

After a long period of ignoring or barely 
considering the so-called Russian Question, 
the RCP finds itself involved in an intense 
discussion on this issue. Three different ten
dencies were revealed at the Convention 
during a discussion that will undoubtedly 
continue in the post-convention life of the 
party. The Majority (Haston-Grant) ten
dency-the party leadership-has developed 
the novel interpretation of Trotsky's analy
sis of the Soviet Union to the effect that, 
although Russia today has a "capitalistic 
economy" (exhibiting all the features of 
capitalism, including operation of the law 
of value, commodity production for the mar
ket, wage-labor, etc., etc.), it nevertheless 
remains a "Workers' State." The party 
Minority clings to the traditional (that is, 
sterile) characterization of Russia and 

brands the Majority as revisionist, prepar
ing the way for acceptance of the "State 
Capitalist" theory regarding Russia or of 
the "bureaucratic collectivist" theory. A 
small minority, headed by comrades from 
the Irish section, advanced substantially the 
"bureaucratic collectivist" point of view 
held by the Workers Party in America. 
These three tendencies will now be dis
cussed within the ranks of the party. 

• 
It is important to note that these two 

conventions of the leading European sec
tions of the Fourth International mark defi
nite progress toward reconsideration of the 
entire Russian question-a most welcome 
event, long considered necessary by us. The 
Russian defensist position, still clung to 
with desperation by the SWP in America, 
is becoming increasingly untenable through
out the International. A thoroughgoing re
evaulation of this issue is on the order of 
the day. Bureaucratic smugness can answer 
everything but the pressure of history. 

H.J. 

I Book Reviews • • • 
OUR THREATENED VALUES. by Victor Gol .. 

lancz. Published by Gollcncz. 1946. 

Mr. Gollancz's book, which has 
received a wide sale in England, is a wel
come and eloquent tribute to the value of 
personality and a warm-hearted appeal for 
its preservation. But while the book is 
strong on moral purpose, it is weak in anal
ysis. 

Western culture, he asserts, is distin
guishecl by its respect for personality, 
which contains all the other primary values. 
It emphasizes the uniqueness of the indi
vidual and his right to live, develop and 
create. Personality is a wider concept than 
nation, race, color, class or religion. It as
serts that men are to be treated as men, in 
terms of their common humanity, and not 
in terms of such accidental and divisive cir
cumstances as birth, status, color or for
tune. The country or the class or the re
ligion or the color into which men are born 
should be irrelevant to their treatment. The 
treatment the Germans accorded the Jews 
and the treatment we are according. the 
Germans is painful evidence of the disinte
gration of Western values. Men should not 
be treated as Germans or as Jews put sim
ply as men. 

What technique does Gollancz offer to 
implement Western values? Merely the con
sciousness of our failings and the injunc
tion to correct them. And that conscious
ness can be applied only by example. Rus
sia offers the most serious threat to West
ern values-well, let us answer the Rus
sians by showing them how much we value 
personality! 

Gollanc:: does not consider how Western 
values arose and why they are now disin
tegrating. Certainly the few men of good 
will share his affirmations, but that is not 
enough. People will not reduce their rations 

to help others, business men will not sacri
fice profits and politicians will not refuse 
power. 

These Western values were always imper
fectly realized and in far happier times re
ceived no more than peripheral emphasis. 
But how did these values, tentative and 
half-tried though they always were, arise? 
They arose in specific historical circum
stances, in an age of burgeoning capitalism 
and the growth of diverse religious beliefs. 
Are contemporary conditions approximate 
or analogous to the historical circumstances 
that were congenial to these values? Is the 
growth of population and cities, the devel
opment of the factory system and the ma
chine process and the rise of the labor move
ment compatible with these values? What 
is the relevance and applicability of these 
values in different historical circumstances? 
Gollancz makes no a ttem pt to answer these 
questions. 

Gollancz is a socialist and subscribes to 
the socialist ethic, but he is not a Marxist. 
The real case for' socialism, he states, is 
moral, and respect for personality demands 
the supersession of capitalism. If capital
ism and the value of personality are incom
patible, how can Gollancz account for the 
rise of the value of personality under cap
italism? Such a contradiction cannot be ex
plained by Gollancz's abstract and unhis
torical approach. Indeed, it is the unhis
torical character of his thought that cre
ates such contradictions. 

Gollancz is the latest in a long line of 
non-Marxist socialist moralists. The criti
cism voiced by Sidney Hook some years ago 
is still valid despite the authors subsequent 
break with a Marxist point of view. "Marx
ists have criticized non-Marxist socialism 
not because of its interest in ideals but be
cause of the abstract character of its mor
ality. The history of non-Marxist socialism 
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reveals a succession of unkistorical moral 
ideals - Kantian categorical imperatives, 
extensions of the social principles of Chris
tianity, or apotheosis of the good, true and 
beautiful iiberhaupt." 

Actually, capitalism can make a respect
able moral case for itself. The theory of 
capitalism asserts that by obeying certain 
laws of the market, society can rise to 
higher economic levels and engage in ever
widening distribution of its commodities. 
Economic inequality is one of the levers 
through which these aims can be realized. 
There is nothing morally revolting in an 
economic inequality which can give Mr. 
Morgan a yacht and an extra car in his 
country home, provided that all men are 
guaranteed rising living standards of de
cency and comfort. But the criticism of 
capitalism is an economic criticism. 

Marxists assert that socialism can work, 
not because it is a superior moral system, 
but because it is a rational, consistent sys
tem capable of guaranteeing the mainte
nance of production and the distribution of 
goods. 

Gollancz states that he is sensitive to the 
means-ends fallacy, but nevertheless falls 
victim to it. I agree, he says to the Rus
sians, with your end (socialism), but I 
disagree with your means (contempt of per
sonality). The indissoluble character of the 
means-ends relationship should make him 
question whether, contemptuous as they are 
of personality, the Russians are interested 
in realizing socialism. 

And yet, this is a significant book because 
it calls our attention to the easily forgotten 
fact that we are moral beings with moral 
purposes. In the routine of class struggle, 
thinking as one does in terms of organiza
tion, strategy, tactics, party, program and 
propaganda, one may forget the value of 
personality. 

N evert)1eless, considering its aim, this is 
an ineffectual book, the English counterpart 
of many of the contributions that appear in 
Politic8. Our desires, ideals and values must, 
if they are to be effective, bear an intimate 
relationship to possibility. It is well enough 
to voice an aspiration, remote from reality, 
provided of course that we recognize it is 
dream or fiction. But to voice an unattain
able aspiration is to incur the danger of 
creating an illusion more harmful than a 
mirage to a thirsty traveler. Not only does 
such an illusion enlist energies into sterile 
channels, not only is its fruit ultimate frus
tration, but it diverts attention from what 
may be achieved and hastens the triumph 
of the evils it is designed to avoid. It is not 
enough to say we want freedom or that we 
want a .socialism in which the unfettered 
personality can function. We must first de
termine what can be achieved, and then we 
must decide, within the framework of the 
possible, within the structure of alterna
tives, what we ought to achieve. Our first 
task, involving as it does a statement of 
what the contemporary world is, would be 
historical and descriptive: to determine the 
alternatives discarded, adopted and exhaust
ed in achieving our culture, and to state 
what the structure of our culture is. Will 
that structure survive, and if it will not 
what can replace it? If more than on~ 
structure can replace it, which one should 
we struggle for? RICHARD STOKER. 
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Correspondence • • • 
Dear Editor: 

Howe and Weiss should appre~ 
ctate that my article on Koestler was not 
a review in the strict sense of the word. 
It was an attempt to evaluate the political 
evolution and wOl'th of Koestler. Conse
quently, their formalistic objection, that 
the criticism went beyond the scope of the 
books I discussed, has one merit: for the 
volumes were considered mere media 
through which we could reach a'final evalu~ 
ation. 

Of real significance, however, is Weiss' 
fury at my contention that Koestler 
"palmed off" Rubashov as a real revolu
tionary. This is significant because it indi
cates that Weiss missed the whole point of 
the book! In all fairness to me Weiss must 
acknowledge that careful reading of my 
article will show that I did not at any point 
questi'On Koestler's sincerity or integrity. 
Koestler really believes Rubashov to be a 
revolutionary. In believing this, Koestler 
treats him as such. Most readers accept this 
treatment. The confusion between a "party 
hack" and a Marxist is implicit in the book; 
and the essence of my criticism was to ex
pose this confusion. Weiss vociferously 
maintains that this amalgam does not exist. 
Unfol'tunately he lists no supporting argu
ments for his position. My reasons for con
tending that this amalgam does exist arE) 
few-but clear. 

1. Koestler, personally, does not distin
guish between Stalinism and Marxism. 
While it is easy for Weiss, Howe, and 
myself to agree that Rubashov was a party 
hack but not a real revolutionary, Koestler 
would not agree to such a formulation. Sta
linism is, for Koestler, not distinguishj:lble 
from Marxism! If Weiss can point to any 
of Koestler's writings in which Koestler ac
cepts Stalinism as a tradition distinct from, 
and of less merit than, Marxism, it would 
support his argument. I, however, find that 
'Koestler invariably treats S,talinism and all 

Marx-and-or-Trotskyisms as tarred with the 
same brush. It follows that since Koestler 
himself does not distinguish a party hack 
from a revolutionary, his treatment of Ru
bashov would not carry such a distinction. 

2. In his treatment of Rubashov, Koest
ler uses purported "Marxlan" arguments to 
bring about the capitulation. If Weiss could 
point out that Rubashov capitulated from 
"fear," "torture," "hope of reward," etc., 
it would support his argument. My recollec
tion is that Rubashovcapitulated primarily 
from the conviction that it was the best 
service he could render his party and tradi
tion. It follows that if "Marxian" argu~ 
ments led to his capitulation, it was "Marx
ism" and not Rubashov who capitulated to 
Stalin. 

3. The reaction of readers is certainly not' 
a conclusive test of the "documentary in
tent," but it is an interesting sidelight. I 
checked my reactions with those of people 
holding diverse views. Non-political people 
saw merely "an interesting story of the 
Moscow Trials." The liberal elements saw 
exactly that which was in Koestler's mind, 
because they are the closest to him: "to be 
a revolutionary you must be a Stalinist." 
They carried this thought to its conclusion: 
"since I cannot stomach Stalinism, I won~t 
be a revolutionary." Two backsliders from 
our movement (one who is a violent anti
Trotskyist and one who is still generally 
sympathetic) had similar reactions. They 
literally waved the books under my nose 
and shouted: "If you only had four 01' five 
standard bearers with ideas like Koestler's, 
you might really have a movement." What 
they meant was: "if you were a non-Marx
ist party, perhaps we would still be inter
ested in you"! I :repeat, reader reaction is 
certainly not conclusive; but the fact that 
political non-Marxist and anti-Marxist ele
ments find solace fo:r thei:r position in this 
volume should give us at least a hint on its 
documentary intent. 

Koestler is a political write:r and as such 
should be held responsible for his politics. 
With Howe I say: CCthe glitte:r of his meta
phors hides the shoddiness of his thoughts." 
But I go fu:rther and add that it sometimes 
hides the true import of his work. Weiss 
feels he can give an eclectic appraisal of 
Koestler. This is highly different trom be
ing eclectic in your appreciation of Koestler.
I would be the last to maintain that there 
were no valuable thoughts in Koestler if 
taken by themselves. But' Weiss' eclectic ap
praisal runs into danger! In treating the 
uy ogi and the Commissar" Weiss says: "the 
centr.al idea must not be considered. on the 
basis Qf its efficacy as a substitute for 
Marxism, in which case it is to be rejected 
out of hand." That is the crux of Koestler: 
his ideas HA VE to be considered as a sub
stitute for Marxism. That is what they are! 
That is what he intends them to be I And in 
Weiss' own words: they should be rej ected 
out of hand! 

Anti-Marxism is-for Koestler-an in
tegral part of his upro-democratic-social
ism." He renounces the materialist and the 
class basis for thought and action and then 
builds his concepts on these renunciations. 
That is the essense of my a:rticle. Howe, I 
believe, sees all this clearly in th~ "Yogi 
and the Commissar"; but he is u,nable to 
pierce the glitter of the metapbores in 
"Darkness at Noon." He should realize that 
the "Yogi and the Commissar" is the flower 
of the seeds labeled, "Darkness' at N don," 
"Scum of the Earth" and uArrival and De
parture." While the seed does not smell as 
obviously as the blossoms, it has the germ of 
the blossom in it. It is further true that the 
blossom does not have the taste of the fruit 
that follows. Let Howe and Weiss wait for 
Koestler's next work to see if the comments 
in my article were uheel-clickings" and 
"tub-thumpings" or whether they were 
measured, necessary comments in ~n evalu
ation. 

PETEa LOUMOS. 

(Peter LoumoB is the author of the omn.i
bus review of Koestler's novels which ap
peared in our August, 1945, issue and gave 
rise to the discussion of Koestler in the86 
pages.-Editor.) 
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